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Abstract
Our project is the third iteration of a design to create a small Mars rover. Our main challenge
was to change the existing rover structure into something that could survive the harsh conditions of
Mars. This meant altering the design so that it could resist the large temperature fluctuations while still
maintaining the structural stability and interface to support driving functions and the projects of the
other rover teams. Our team accomplished this goal by altering the design of the existing rocker bogey
from completely 3D printed to a tube and joint system. The longer portions of the rocker bogey system
were changed to square carbon fiber tubing connected by 3D printed attachment points. This allowed us
to use a stronger, space grade material From Carbon 3D called CE 221 for all the joints. Through our
testing, we were able to conclude that the design chosen will be able to easily withstand the expected
loading conditions. However, due to outsourcing issues, we were unable to complete the temperature
testing; but have included plans for testing once the parts arrive.

Introduction
Our team was tasked with building off a previous version of Cal Poly’s Mars Rover, making it stronger
and more durable than its predecessor. The main goal of the project was to work with new materials,
and test whether these materials could hold up against tension, severe temperature changes, and
impact loading that can be expected on its trip to Mars. This was done in the Scope of Work,
determining the feasibility of materials along with cost. Along with picking new materials, we also
decided to redesign the rocker bogie system as well as the chassis to make them stronger, as well as to
accommodate for other projects including the solar panel and mechanical arm team. This was done in
the Preliminary Design Review, with our first design iteration based on our initial material selection and
design requirements. A complete redesign was done to the steering subsystem including the articulating
arm, giving more clearance for rock debris. Ultimately our team decided to use carbon fiber
polypropylene for the split knuckle, clevis, and articulating arms because of the material’s strength and
durability as well as an aluminum anti-sway bar, chosen for ease of manufacturability. This was
determined in our Critical Design Review, where we came up with our final design iteration of the rover.
Testing was then performed to determine the actual nature of the materials used on the rover and
whether they could perform within the given environment.

This report provides documentation of our work over the last three quarters of the 2021-22
senior project courses.
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Abstract
This scope of work outlines the senior project tasked with the student run Mars rover. Our team is tasked
with building and manufacturing the chassis and the rocker-bogie suspension on the rover, as well as
incorporating room for necessary extensions. In this document, we cover material selection, design, and
loads on the rover. For manufacturing processes, we are mainly considering 3D printed plastics, CNC
machined aluminum, carbon fiber tubing, and 3D printed metal. The design criteria and technical
specifications are laid out by our client, Rich Murray, the Falcon 9 launch data, and the surface conditions
on Mars. This will be used for preliminary analysis and to guide our decisions in the future. Now that our
scope of work is fully defined, our next steps are to start initial designs, create prototypes, and prepare for
the Preliminary Design Review.
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1. Introduction

This report is focused on defining the scope of the Mars rover structure project, which involves presenting
preliminary background research, analysis to define the problem, the process that will be followed to
complete the tasks successfully, and the necessary time and resources to complete the tasks. The design
challenge is to build upon previous work on the Mars Rover Structure by incorporating new materials for
the chassis and rocker-bogie system. Our team consists of four members, Brenden Billing, Will Kish, Justin
Marhoefer, and Ethan Nikcevich. Our main client, Rich Murray, is looking for a more durable and robust
material selection that needs to outperform the rover structure’s current material, Polylactic Acid (PLA).
The goal of this project is to construct a robust rover platform that is both durable and flexible in
construction to be used in future micro-rover experimentation, with the ultimate goal of making a trip to
Mars and completing a roughly 12-month mission on the surface. This will be done by considering various
materials such as PEEK and aluminum to achieve this desired goal. This report includes a Background on
any pertinent information regarding the design challenge; the Project Scope, which establishes the needs,
desired functions, and planned deliverables; the Objectives, which defines the problem and design
specifications for the project; and Project Management, which describes the design process, key milestones,
and next steps.

2. Background

The first few weeks of this project consisted of multiple meetings with our sponsor, Rich Murray, exploring
his goals for the Mars Rover Project and researching possible solutions for the unique challenge of building
a small, cheap, and mobile rover able to be soft deployed from a landing vehicle for missions on the Martian
surface. Since the scale of such an endeavor is quite large, it is critical to establish our deliverables and
narrow our scope to only a few components and functions to do sufficient, detailed design.

2.1 Existing solutions:

We first considered what we could learn from past designs. These rovers follow a similar style that has
been optimized over the past few decades.
The Mars Curiosity Rover developed by NASA, shown in Figure 1 is the primary source of our project’s
design [1]. Although our rover will not be expected to carry as much equipment, nor deploy using a sky
crane, the structure of Curiosity can serve as the gold standard for our rover.

Figure 1. Mars Curiosity rover [2]
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Yutu, a Chinese lunar rover shown in Figure 2, was launched in 2013 [3]. Yutu encountered difficulties
almost immediately upon reaching the moon, becoming unable to move after the end of the second lunar
night. Knowing that the CNSA has failed to successfully operate a lunar rover shows the difficulty of the
task, and while we now know that our rover will not deploy on the moon, we should thoroughly prepare for
low temperatures to ensure the rover can still operate.

Figure 2. Yutu lunar rover [4]
Three existing solutions have been designed at Cal Poly. The first of the three, Marvin [5], is a rover built
by a Senior Project team at Cal Poly in 2019 using an open-source rover design provided by JPL. As proof
of concept, Marvin was built to be improved upon by future students, with the main goals of being
functional and cost efficient. The second rover made at Cal Poly, Grover [6], improved upon Marvin by
revamping the motion system, adding solar panels, data collection from on-board sensors, and improving
the mechanical design. Lastly, there is the most recent iteration of the rover developed at Cal Poly, known
as Herbie [7], which focused on developing a remote-control system, reliable movements, and gyroscope
utilization for a supervisory system.

Figure 3. Marvin [5] (left) and Herbie [7] (right) developed by Cal Poly students
Off-road motor sports, such as All-Terrain Vehicles (ATVs) as shown in Figure 4, use a combination
spring and damper system with large travel to navigate difficult obstacles. Such construction has been
well tested in a variety of off-road applications and allows severe obstacles to be overcome at substantial
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speed. These spring-damper systems are often very heavy, take up a large volume relative to the rover and
are built to handle loads much larger than those experienced. Since Martian and Lunar rovers of this scale
typically travel at a maximum of roughly 0.1 mph and weigh about 20kg, any suspension system will
need to be tuned to the small loads experienced in an extra-terrestrial application.

Figure 4. ATV [8]
In addition to rover designs, our team investigated other existing robotics technology that would provide
insight on what structures can be used to navigate rough terrain, such as Boston Dynamics’ Spot [9]. Spot
is a quadrupedal robot capable of navigating terrain with its legs that a traditional rover cannot. While the
increased mobility provided by legs is perhaps worth considering for future generations of Mars rovers, it
falls outside the scope of our current rover structure project which involves working in tandem with
several teams that would also not allow such drastic changes.

2.2 Patent Research:
When researching a particular subject, especially a technical subject, previous patents can provide insight
into how other engineering teams approached challenges; it is estimated that 85-90% of all technical
information available to research teams is disclosed in patents and nowhere else. There are many patents
involved directly in the production of previous Mars rovers and other technologies that help uncover how
these systems worked. Additionally, patents in other disciplines outside of aerospace can also contain
insights crucial for future innovations on extraterrestrial rover systems. The patents researched are
discussed below and listed in Appendix A.
The 2013 Cal Tech Mars rover patent [10] demonstrates the continued development of the Rocker-Bogie
suspension system since its introduction in 1989, as the suspension system kept the same general structure
over 25 years. This design style includes a main chassis connected to rocker-bogie systems on each side.
The kinematics of this suspension design are already well defined and proven both in previous Mars rover
projects and within the control system implemented for previous iterations of the micro-rover, so in the
interest of continuity and integration with other subsystems, design revisions should be made with these
kinematics in mind. With that said, our updated design requirements and proposed manufacturing
techniques necessitate some structural redesign, namely the cross-section of the rocker-bogey articulation
arms. The rocker-bogie’s current curved geometry may be difficult and expensive to manufacture compared
3

with straighter stock parts, so alternative designs were considered, such as the 2016 rocker-bogie patent
[11].
Disaster Search and Rescue provides a good proving ground for rugged and versatile robots capable of
navigating rough and unpredictable terrain, locating positions of disaster survivors, and releasing survivors
from debris. The Rugged Terrain Robot (RTR) proposed by Andrew Poulter [12] comprises of two body
halves capable of rotating 360° about each other, and a tail boom that assists with climbing steep slopes
and dislodging debris. This construction allows for all motors, sensors, and other electrical components to
be stored safely within the hull of each body half, eliminating risk of component failure.
Alternatives to the current rover wheels were investigated. A patent on rubber wheels with long flexible
flaps, designed for rugged terrain and rough slopes was reviewed [13]. However, rubber wheels would not
function on Mars due to large changes in temperature, so ultimately aluminum CNC wheels will be more
effective.

2.3 Stakeholder Needs:

Three major stakeholders have been identified for this project through research and interviews. One group
of stakeholders are the other teams working on the Mars rover arm and solar collectors, which want ample
space for their designs and the anchoring point to be finalized early so they have a concrete idea of where
their part will be attached. Future students are stakeholders in this project as well since our team will not
be the last to work on the rover. As such, thorough documentation of testing and the design process should
be performed for future analysis. At the forefront of the stakeholders is our sponsor. The sponsor wants
small changes to the structure to optimize for what manufacturing method and materials we choose and to
provide space for the other teams’ designs. Our design choices need to make the rover slightly wider, space
worthy, and more robust. It should be able to survive the harsh climate of Mars or possibly even the Moon.
We split our focus into three manufacturing methods: conventional metal machining, 3D printing, and
composite materials. 3D printing was further subdivided into metal printing and polymer printing.

2.4 Technical Research:

The technical research could be broken down into three main categories that will define our scope:
manufacturing processes for the chassis and rocker bogey systems, surface conditions, and launch
conditions.

2.4.1 Chassis and Rocker Bogey

Our biggest challenge for manufacturing the rover parts will be the size of the individual component
designs. The metal and plastic 3D printers on campus would be unable to make the parts in a single piece;
they would have to be broken into multiple parts and connected after initial manufacturing. Since available
resources are limited in part scale, larger components with more involved and complicated manufacturing
processes will likely need to be outsourced.
All-terrain robots are different from both other types of robots and other types of off-road systems. One of
the most common geometries for all-terrain robots is the Rocker-Bogie suspension system as shown in
Figure 5, which utilizes a series of passive, springless members whose motion can easily overcome rugged
obstacles commonly found in space, disaster cleanup, and other exploration applications. The two main
members in such a system are the rocker and the bogey, where the rocker is connected to the main body of
the robot and the rear wheel, where the bogey connects the front two wheels to the rocker. This geometry
4

allows all 6 rover wheels to remain in contact with the ground while traversing an obstacle, giving the rover
the best possible chance of escaping any mission-critical obstacles.

Figure 5. Rocker-Bogie suspension system [14]:
1, front wheel; 2, middle wheel; 3, rear wheel; 4, bogie; 5, rocker; 6, differential mechanism.

For the rocker-bogie, one of the considerations is to print the connection points in stainless-steel on campus,
then brazing or welding them using aluminum tubing. This would allow us to use prefabricated parts, which
would simplify the design process. However, the large temperature swings often encountered on Mars (150 °C to 20 °C) can cause excess thermal stress on the system, both from thermal fatigue over subsequent
material temperature changes and differing rates of thermal expansion between mating components.
Additionally, materials with different galvanic properties (different ‘affinities’ for electrons) can create a
flow of electrical charge between mating components, which will ultimately cause corrosion, weakening
any mechanical connection used in the system. Therefore, if different materials are selected for the rockerbogie subcomponents, they must be both thermally and galvanically compatible, or must be insulated from
each other in a way to prevent damage.
Various design considerations were considered for material and manufacturing processes that might best
suit the rocker-bogie and chassis to be made in this project, starting with plastics and composites, as shown
in Table 1:
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Table 1. Considered plastics and composites
PEEK:
Polyether Ether Ketone

PEI:
Polyetherimide

Carbon Fiber

PICA: Phenolic Impregnated
Carbon Ablator [20]

Strong and stiff, high
durability, light,
high thermal resistance
[15]

Slightly lower
thermal and
mechanical
specs to PEEK
[17]

Very strong and
lightweight [18]

A low density, high surface area
heat shield material designed to
protect spacecraft during entry to
planet atmosphere.

Low UV resistance, would
need to have protective
coating or paint

UV resistant

Potential additive
for 3D printed
materials

Ablation is a means of thermal
protection based on
physiochemical transformations of
solid substances by convective or
radiation heat flow [21].

Not currently printable on
campus

Not currently
printable on
campus

Composite molds
for carbon fiber
parts made from a
3D printed pattern
[19]

Very effective for protecting
against high temperatures

Expensive

Since the rover will be soft
deployed on Mars and not the
Moon, this material has been
deemed unnecessary for the
project.

PAEK has better UV
performance but is more
expensive [16]

Cheaper than
PEEK

Can be carbon or glass
reinforced

Can have some
carbon or glass
reinforcement

Metals were also considered, with more focus placed on their manufacturing processes:
Metals (Steel, Titanium, and Aluminum [22]):
o CNC:
 The chassis is large and with few intricate components, so if it is made from
metal, CNC machining the chassis would be possible.
 The chassis is too large to be 3D printed in one piece, and having a one-piece
setup is preferable.
 There are multiple critical features in the rover structure:
• Bogey mount bore cylindricity
• Bogey mount bores concentricity
• Bogey mount true position
• Steering motor mount true position
• Chassis wall thickness (not as critical)
 Machining all these critical features should happen in as few setups as possible to
reduce error in between setups (i.e., 3 setups max).
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These critical features are on 3 sides of the part, so it would be best to machine
mounting bores and steering mounting in the same 4th axis rotary setup.
 The outer skid-plate surface itself is not as critical as the features discussed
previously, but the thickness is.
• The webbing needs to be fine enough so that the wall does not vibrate
when machining.
• Minimum wall thickness of .100”
 If a 4th axis setup is used, the machine must be able to swing the part, which
places a limit on the chassis width.
Metal Printing:
 Reduction in lead times and can remove the need for welding [23]
 3D printing with aluminum is dangerous, but possible [24]


o

2.4.2 Surface Conditions:

For the rover to operate on Mars it must withstand a temperature range of -150°C to 20°C [25]. Surface
gravity on Mars is much lower, at 3.71 m/s2, so a lower safety factor on Earth should suffice on Mars.
Additionally, the Rover will need to protect itself from harmful UV radiation. If the rover were to operate
on the moon, conditions would be worse, and the rover would have to operate between -180°C and 120°C
[26].

2.4.3 Launch Conditions:

For testing and subsequent design purposes, we will assume that the rover will launch on SpaceX’s Falcon
9. Our sponsor believes that this is the most likely condition if the rover were to be launched into space.
Frequency analysis of the rover and its parts must be performed to avoid resonance during launch. The
frequencies and shock response experienced by payloads attached to the falcon 9 have been documented
by SpaceX for our use [27].

3. Project Scope
Our project scope will include the design iteration and manufacturing of the structural components of the
Mars rover. The goal will be to create a design and final product that is ‘space ready’ and can survive on
Mars for an extended period.

3.1 Boundary Sketch

The boundary sketch shown in Figure 6 illustrates the parts of the rover our team is working on and how
they are integrated into the rest of the rover, as well as how these parts interact with the environment on
Mars
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Figure 6. Boundary Sketch [28]

3.2 Stakeholders’ Wants & Needs

The geometry of the rover must be changed to incorporate a mechanical arm and solar array while keeping
the original design of the rover. The rover must be able to operate on Mars and Earth as well as handle the
forces and vibrations associated with takeoff. Since the rover will be operating on Mars, the structure itself
must be able to withstand extreme temperature changes as well as have some sort of radiation shielding for
its electrical components.
Summarized in a list, our stakeholders’ wants and needs are:
•
•
•
•
•

Low cost
Lightweight
Durable enough to make the trip and operate on Mars
Thermal & UV resistance
Ample room on the chassis for equipment

3.3 Functional Decomposition

The functional decomposition shown in Figure 7 was created to clarify what the Mars rover structure should
be able to do, by identifying general functions, sub-functions, and basic functions. All functions included
are necessary for the rover to operate according to our client’s expectations as discussed in Sections 2.3 and
3.2.
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Mars rover

Get to Mars

Mount to Rocket

Operate at
extreme
temperatures

Survive on Mars

Provide a base
for attachments

Resist abrasion

Avoid tipping
over

Resist rocket
vibrations

Create a wider
base

Move on Mars

Roll on wheels

Collect data

Take pictures

Pick up samples

Figure 7. Functional Decomposition

3.4 Planned Deliverables

Our final planned deliverables must include a working prototype rover structure, built with either 3D printed
material, composites, or CNC machining. An analysis of the weight of the system as well as static and
dynamic loads experienced on the manufactured parts will be performed, and the design should exceed
previous rover designs in terms of strength, durability, and longevity.

4. Objectives

This section will focus on the goals and technical specifications that we will need to hit over the coming
months.

4.1 Problem Statement

Our client, Rich Murray, needs an environmentally robust rover structure to weather extraterrestrial terrain
and a redesign of the chassis to facilitate a mechanical arm mount and solar array to create a more complete
Mars rover to be studied, improved upon, and inspire future students at Cal Poly.

4.2 Quality Function Deployment

Our team has worked through an abbreviated Quality Function Deployment (QFD), a process used to
determine the appropriate specifications for the rover structure design. Typically, a QFD would involve
benchmarking tests and supporting analysis, however due to the time window of this project, the process
has been cut down in scale to quickly produce a House of Quality, a diagram that relates customer
requirements to engineering specifications and contains analysis of the competition regarding the customer
requirements as well.
In our Quality Function Deployment process, we were able to determine correlations between our different
engineering specifications as well as target values for these specifications which can be seen in Appendix
B. Each specification was considered with a target value, associated with a risk, tolerance, and compliance.
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Using this process, our team has established a set of engineering specifications to determine the suitability
of any idea or prototype built for the project. For example, cost and weight have maximum values that our
sponsor has agreed upon and will be validated through quotes and CAD respectively, and durability will be
validated through system strength testing, with a target determined by consideration of material properties
and the weight of the rover on Mars with equipment attached.
Competing rover structure designs were studied, and while other rovers have successfully been deployed
and operate on Mars today, the scale, cost, and weight of these designs do not match our sponsor’s
expectations.

4.3 Engineering Specifications Table

Engineering specifications have been defined to assess the final design, as shown in Table 2. Each
specification has been assigned a target value and tolerance along with the risk of not meeting said target.
Compliance has been included to categorize the anticipated method to test if the target has been met.
Table 2. Engineering Specifications
Spec #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Specification
Description
Weight
Cost
System
Strength
Under Load
Size
Tipping Angle
Factor of
Safety
Launch Force

Longevity

Requirement/Target Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

20 lbs
$ 6000
30 lb load

MAX
MAX
MAX

H
H
M

A, I
A
A, T

25cm x 25cm
25 °
2

± 10 cm
MIN
MIN

L
M
M

A, I
A, I
A, T

5-6 g

MIN

M

A

Lasts 1 year

MIN

M

* Risk of meeting specification: (H) High, (M) Medium, (L) Low
** Compliance Methods: (A) Analysis, (I) Inspection, (S) Similar to Existing, (T) Test

A, T

4.3.1 List of Specifications
1. Ideally, the weight of the rover should be as minimal as possible since the main goal of the project
2.

3.
4.
5.

is to send the rover to Mars. The least amount of weight possible is crucial for fuel savings, which
can be minimized using either 3D printing or lightweight composites.
The cost/budget of this project is critical in determining the material selection of the rover. Ideally,
we would have a large budget to experiment with lightweight durable materials that could withstand
the harsh environment of Mars such as 3D printed metal and carbon-fiber composites. However,
our budget is constrained, and the project will only have a certain amount of funds available; $6000
is our estimate of how much that will be.
The system strength of the rocker-bogie system will have to be considered when determining the
amount of load the rover structure carries.
The size of the rover was specified by our client Rich Murray so that the rover could include a
mechanical arm and a solar array.
The maximum tipping angle experienced by the Curiosity Rover was 20° on Mars [29]. 25° seems
to be a reasonable design requirement for our rover in case a tipping angle greater than 20° is
experienced on Mars.
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6. The factor of safety with the rover we concluded would stay as small as possible, so that we could
design the rocker-bogie and chassis to be as light as possible while keeping its integrity. This
criterion is based on how well it will survive launch and surface conditions.
7. The launch force experienced by the rover is the most critical force that the rover will experience
in its mission. Based on the Falcon 9 flight data, the rocket experiences around a maximum of 5-6
g’s.
8. Another consideration is how long the rover will last facing the weather on Mars, and how our
material with hold up to the extreme temperature changes, windstorms, and different atmospheric
conditions. Longevity on the rover will be an integral part of the project so that the rover
experiences minimal wear over time.

4.3.2 High-risk Specifications

Weight, cost, and tensile strength are the most concerning specifications specifically regarding material
selection. Deciding between 3D printed metal versus 3D printed PEI could have a huge effect on cost,
weight, and tensile strength.

5. Project Management

This section will focus on the design process that we will be following, the key milestones we will hit
throughout the year, and the immediate next steps we will take to complete these goals.

5.1 Design Process

The design process will consist of multiple stages. Preliminary research and problem definition have already
been completed. The scope of the project has now been determined by the team and will be confirmed or
adjusted by the sponsor. Once the scope of work has been agreed upon, ideation will begin, in which
different materials, manufacturing processes, and locations for the rover arm and solar collectors will be
considered. Once the design, materials, and manufacturing has been determined, the final design will be
presented to the sponsor in a critical design review. After receiving approval from the sponsor, prototype
construction will begin. Once the testing has been completed, a safety review and test review will be
conducted against the project goals. The project will finish with the senior project expo, where the final
design will be presented to the public.

5.2 Key Milestones

An estimated project timeline is laid out in Table 3. The Gantt Chart in Appendix C is being used to track
and organize the project’s tasks and milestones.
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Table 3. Key Milestones
DATE
10/20/21
11/01/21
11/17/21
12/03/21
02/18/22
03/23/22
05/31/22
06/01/22
06/09/22

DELIVERABLE
Scope of Work
Survey Available Manufacturing Methods
Preliminary Design Review
Manufacturing Plan
Critical Design Review
Test Review
Final Design Review Report
Project Expo
Final Prototype Delivered

5.3 Next Steps

The entire rover structure will only be made into the final prototype, however in the early stages of ideation
and design, multiple different manufacturing processes and materials will be given a trial run on small parts
of the rover design to test their feasibility. Computational analysis will be combined with physical testing
to ensure the project objectives are being met.

6. Conclusion

The purpose of this document is to define the scope of work to be done on this project going forward and
is intended to serve as an agreement between the sponsor and the project team on said scope of work. Our
design challenge is to build upon previous work on the Mars Rover Structure by incorporating new
materials for the chassis and rocker-bogie system. The goal of this project is to construct a robust rover
structure to weather extraterrestrial terrain and that can facilitate a mechanical arm mount and a solar array.
This document captures the results of the preliminary design process including background research and
benchmarking as well as the problems scope, requirements, and timeline. The next major deliverable, the
preliminary design review, will be completed on November 17, 2021, containing details about the ideation
process and a rationale leading to a main design choice.
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Appendix A: Patent List
1. Mars Rover. California Institute of Technology CalTech. USD673482S1.
This patent includes a main chassis connected to rocker-bogie systems on each side, providing
useful insight on how the rover arm and solar collector could be attached to our structure.

2. Rocker bogie mechanism and traveling device. 基一 吉田, et al. WO2019008673A1. This patent
relates to a rocker bogie mechanism suitable for a traveling device on which a person is placed.
Since our team has seen that our current structure design's curved geometry may be difficult to
3D print, a rocker-bogie like this with straighter stock parts might be cheaper and easier to
manufacture.

3. Improvements in gearbox construction. UK Airbus Defense and Space. GB15710A.
This patent details the design challenges of designing a gearbox for use with bevel gears. This
will provide insight into the design and manufacture of the chassis. Load bearing ribbing vs nonload bearing casing.

4. Wheel to be incorporated in vehicles of automated movement and control, preferably robot type
vehicles for use over rugged terrain, with slopes, muddy or slippery in general. EP1870254A1.
This patent describes a rubber body wheel with flexible flaps to increase total contact surface
area. This provides an alternative wheel design to the one currently being used; however, rubber
would not be used due to the low temperatures on Mars.

5. Polyether-ether-ketone 3D printing material and 3D printing forming method thereof
CN108424605B. This patent details the Polyether-ether-ketone 3D printing process with various
specifications and requirements need to print with this material. This will be important for
understanding key characteristics of this material for optimal printing.
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Abstract
This product design review establishes the design direction of the Mars rover structure project and
supports this decision with thorough analysis. A chosen concept has been developed by considering the
possible materials and manufacturing processes for three parts of the rover structure, then using a series of
decision matrices to develop potential concept designs that considers all three structural components.
These designs were then scored against specifications that are necessary for meeting the project
objectives. The highest scoring concept is a 3D printed plastic chassis with epoxy bonded carbon fiber
rods. This has provided a design direction in which the prototyping process has begun. Concept
prototypes have been produced of an articulation arm and strut connection element, both of which
demonstrate the feasibility of our manufacturing choices. Our team has justified this concept with analysis
of material properties, cost estimates, and finite element analysis. These are all used to validate the
capabilities of our design to meet the project objectives.
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1. Introduction

This report is focused on establishing the design direction of the Mars rover structure project and supporting
the direction with initial analysis. In our Scope of Work, we covered material selection, design, loads on
the rover, and manufacturing processes in which we mainly considered 3D printed plastics, CNC machined
aluminum, carbon fiber tubing, and 3D printed metal. The design criteria and technical specifications were
laid out by our client, Rich Murray, the Falcon 9 launch data, and the surface conditions on Mars. The
Scope of Work was revised to reformat and expand upon our previous work; however, there were no
significant changes in the scope of our project. Our team is still committed to producing a working prototype
rover structure, consisting of a chassis and rocker-bogie suspension system that exceeds the previous rover
designs in terms of strength, durability, and longevity.
This document contains the Concept Development, a description of the concept generation and selection
processes; the Concept Design, an explanation of the design choice; the Concept Justification, which
provides evidence that the concept will work; and a section on Project Management, describing our next
steps.

2. Concept Development

Our initial concept design for the rover stemmed from the design limitations regarding its environment and
size. The rover’s rocker-bogie system, chassis and articulation arm were designed previously with 3D
printed ABS in mind. Since the new rover needs to be more robust, we considered many different types of
materials to make the project as space capable as possible. These choices were narrowed down using several
decision matrices.
Out of all the design considerations, manufacturability, complexity of parts, cost, weight, durability, thermal
resistance, and UV resistance, we were able to select 3 categories that were of utmost importance and that
would ultimately coincide and affect each other. Manufacturability is an important design consideration for
this project because of its focus on material selection and building. Complexity of parts was another
principal design consideration in our weighted decision matrix. Since this iteration of the rover deals with
new materials, consideration of the materials limitations is integral. The rocker-bogie system could be
constructed with carbon fiber tubes but connecting these tubes to knuckles that are made from a different
material like CF-Nylon, CF-PEI or even metal poses a significant challenge. Thermal resistance is the
foremost challenge regarding 3D printing polymers. Because of the large temperature changes on Mars,
from -220 F to 70 F, it is crucial that the 3D printed part not become so brittle that it fractures or breaks
under these extreme temperatures. With these temperatures in consideration, we have reached out to
companies like Carbon3D to investigate the best 3D printed material for large changes in temperature.
To begin our ideation process, we broke the rover structure down into three essential categories: the chassis,
the rocker-bogie, and how the parts would be connected. For each category, our team referenced
background research to create a list of possible materials and manufacturing processes to create a list of
ideas as shown in Appendix A.
To help visualize the possible rocker-bogie design involving multiple tubes connected by knuckles, our
team created a simple model out of cardboard to visualize the concept, shown in Appendix B. The knuckles
would have flanges that insert into the rods and would need a tight clearance to be joined with epoxy.
After ideation, a Pugh matrix was then created for each part as shown in Appendix C-1,2. The previous
rover design’s respective part served as a baseline for each Pugh matrix. We compared each idea to this
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baseline for the following criteria: manufacturability, cost, weight, durability, and thermal resistance. The
net score over or under the baseline for each idea was then recorded.
From the Pugh matrices, our team learned that carbon fiber performed the best against the selection criteria,
with 3D printed plastics also performing well. These materials were more durable and thermally resistant
than the baseline, while weighing less than the metals being considered.
After completing Pugh matrices for the chassis, rocker-bogie, and connections, a morphological matrix was
created and is shown in Appendix C, page C-3, containing the top four ideas from each Pugh matrix for
each structure element. This morphological matrix was used to select five structure designs with chosen
materials and manufacturing processes. These designs were chosen with consideration of the compatibility
of the ideas. For example, a welded together plastic frame was not considered.
The top five concepts chosen from the morphological matrix are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Design Concepts
Concepts
1
2
3
4
5

Chassis
CNC Aluminum
3D printed plastic
CNC Aluminum
3D printed plastic
3D printed plastic

Rocker-bogie
Aluminum rods
Aluminum rods
Carbon Fiber rods
CNC Aluminum
Carbon Fiber rods

Connection
Epoxy bonded PEI knuckles
Welded
Epoxy bonded PEI knuckles
Fastened
Epoxy bonded PEI knuckles

While thegeometry remains constant for all five concepts, the materials and manufacturing processes differ.
Instead of providing sketches, the potential components will be described. The CNC metal chassis would
be made from a block of aluminum. The 3D printed plastic chassis would be outsourced to a company with
a printer large enough to make the chassis in one piece. The aluminum and carbon fiber rods in the rockerbogie would be stock parts acquired online. For connection methods, either 3D printed PEI knuckles would
join the rods together with an epoxy bond, the metal rods may be welded together, or they could be fastened.
Once the top five concepts for the rover structure had been chosen, a weighted matrix as shown in Appendix
C-3 was used to score each concept against our design specifications. These design specifications were also
given a weight, so that the more critical ones would have more impact in the scoring of our concepts. In
order of importance, we considered manufacturability, weight, number of parts, cost, thermal resistance,
and UV resistance. Once each of the five concepts had been rated on a 1-5 scale for each specification, the
scores were compared, and it became apparent that one concept had performed far better than the others
according to our chosen criteria. This concept consists of a 3D printed plastic chassis with epoxy bonded
straight carbon fiber rods, joined together by 3D printed PEI knuckle joints. We reviewed our criteria to
check for any biases but found no issues in the selection process. As a result, our group has chosen to move
ahead in our project with the goal of creating a 3D printed plastic chassis with epoxy bonded carbon fiber
rods.
According to our weighted matrix, carbon fiber rods make the most sense in terms of manufacturability,
cost, weight, and complexity/number of parts; these are the most important categories for this project. Since
our application will see minimal loading, member buckling will be a much larger concern than a failure in
bending. Moreover, the stiffness of the tube will be proportional to the square of the wall thickness, so using
a weaker material such as plastic will allow the member walls to be thicker than a metal counterpart. The
rocker-bogie and articulation arms are the most organic and complex parts within the system as well as the
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largest. By having a single piece for the whole arm, we would eliminate any weak points along the arm if
we were to join separate parts.

3. Concept Design
In this section, the chosen concept design will be explained in detail, including an explanation of how the
design will function. A labeled CAD isometric view and images of a concept prototype of a critical part in
the structure will be presented. The chosen geometry, materials, and manufacturing processes will also be
discussed.
Our ideation and selection process has resulted in a chosen concept design for the rover structure, with
selected materials and manufacturing processes for the chassis and rocker-bogie system. The chassis will
be made from 3D printed plastic. Although it is one part of the structure, due to its size, we may have to
print it in multiple pieces and join them together using epoxy. The physical geometry of the chassis will
remain very similar to the previous generation, due to its structural soundness and feasibility to 3D print. It
will ultimately be extended to make room for the solar array that will be placed inside, however design is
currently halted until we receive the actual size of the solar cells. The model we currently have for the
chassis is shown below in Figure 1. The red block shows where the mechanical arm will be placed and the
blue and purple representing the extra space needed for the solar cells. The rocker-bogie’s struts will be
made from straight carbon fiber rods. The struts will be joined together at an angle by knuckle joints that
will be made from either 3D printed PEI or CE 221. The interface that joins the rocker-bogie to the chassis
will also be made from 3D printed PEI. The articulation arms that join the wheels to the rocker-bogie will
be made from a thermally resistant material that is currently being chosen by consulting Carbon 3D [1].
This choice was made because they were willing to sponsor us and provide us with printed parts.

Figure 1 Chassis and Mechanical Arm Areas

Our team has decided to stay close to the previous rover structure’s overall geometry, as it is already mobile;
however, we have made minor changes including an alteration of the articulation arms hollow cross-section,
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making it more angular. Additionally, the curved rocker-bogie struts will be replaced by straight stock
carbon fiber rods and knuckle joints to reduce cost and manufacturing, while maintaining functionality. The
chassis of the rover will house most of the rover components, including the solar collectors, arm, batteries,
and camera. The chassis will connect to the rocker-bogie system on the sides, which functions as a
springless form of suspension for the rover. The articulation arms will connect to the rocker-bogie and join
with the wheels and contain a housing for one motor per wheel. These arms will rotate to allow steering of
the rover.
To visualize the rover components once assembled, Figure 2 shows a CAD isometric view of the previously
designed rover structure.

Figure 2 CAD assembly of previous rover structure

Our chosen design for the rocker-bogie system will implement carbon fiber composite rods with epoxy
bonded PEI or CE 221 knuckles which will allow for a cost effective, durable, and reliable rover that is
space capable. For the previous iteration of the rover, these parts were planned to be 3D printed all in one
piece, which is favorable over a multi-piece geometry since it allows uniform properties throughout the
component, lowers part count, and allows wiring to be routed entirely within the structure. The one-piece
configuration of the large rocker shown in Figure 3 is quite complicated, demanding a significant support
structure within the workpiece that will then need to be removed during post-processing. The large rocker
would require a build volume of roughly 17”x10”x2” to be built in one piece. Since the previous rover team
did not have access to a 3D printer large enough to print the rocker-bogie structure as desired, a two-piece
geometry was implemented instead. If we were to propose a different material more suited for space
applications for the rocker-bogie, we would be limited to those with favorable printing characteristics that
could be manufactured very similarly to the previous ABS iteration.
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Figure 3 Former Long Rocker-Bogie design

The “knuckle and rod” architecture shown in Figures 4 and 5 aims to simplify the geometry of this system,
enabling each subcomponent to be made of different material via a different manufacturing process.
Moreover, the proposed system will allow further rapid prototyping of updated rocker-bogie geometries,
more flexible material and manufacturing process selection, better serviceability, and further weight
reduction.

Figure 4 Proposed rocker-bogie knuckle and rod design
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Figure 5 Proposed rocker-bogie knuckles

To demonstrate the feasibility of manufacturing the articulation arm, and to illustrate its alternative crosssectional design, a concept prototype has been made using the new articulation arm geometry, as shown in
Figures 6-9.

Figure 6 Proposed articulation arm CAD
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Figure 7 Proposed articulation arm CAD

Figure 8 Proposed articulation arm concept prototype
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Figure 9 Proposed articulation arm concept prototype

The concept prototype of the articulation arm was made from 3D printed PLA. Based on the functionality
of our print and design, we were able to manufacture the articulating arm without any supports in the bent
section whilst keeping room for motor wires and maintaining its structural integrity. This fixed one of the
main issues of the original design, which was the difficulty in removing the supports in the bent section.
Due to the decrease in support material and smaller cross-sectional area, we were able to print the
articulating arms using less material, saving in cost, machine time, and post processing labor.
As of now, the exact material chosen for the articulation arm has not been decided, but Carbon 3D has
offered to manufacture them for the team as a donation, so we are in talks with them now to select one of
their materials for the part. Additional research also needs to be conducted into potential joining solutions
between subcomponents. Chassis manufacturing has also not been completely defined yet. We are in
contact with Carbon 3D and are considering CE 221 for the articulation arms and possibly the chassis and
knuckles depending on printing capabilities.

4. Concept Justification

This section will provide evidence that the chosen concept will be able to meet the project’s goals as
outlined in the introduction. The ability of the design to meet our specifications, materials analysis,
consideration of design hazards, and challenges with the concept design will all be presented.
This design meets each of the specifications that the sponsor laid out for us. As for the weight, 3D printed
plastic has a high specific strength and stiffness. This means that the designs are very strong in relation to
how much material is used. Also, the parts can be printed with hollow internal cavities or internal support
structures which helps optimize the reduction of weight in parts while maintaining the strength of the part.
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In terms of cost, the materials we are considering, PEI and carbon fiber, should give us a total cost of
about $5000 for the articulation arms, rocker-bogie, and the chassis. We are currently working with
companies that are willing to donate materials and manufacturing time, so the total cost is very likely to
change. It is also notable that 3D printing with thermal plastics and composites is cheaper than metal 3D
printing.
The experienced loading, size, and tipping angle of the project are determined by the final geometry of
the rover. The current system can meet the following specifications, but further materials testing is
necessary to ensure that the following specifications are met with the factor of safety specified.
The factor of safety is an incredibly important specification. Initially, our main concern was with the
project surviving the stress of takeoff. However, after talking with Mantis Composites [2], our new main
concern is deflection, deformation, and buckling during normal operation. They explained that during the
launch, the extreme forces can mostly be mitigated through tying the machine down or creating a
temporary base to support the chassis.
The longevity of the part is up to multiple factors; the project needs to be able to resist the abrasive winds,
harsh UV rays, and extreme temperature changes on Mars. The materials we choose should be able to
resist these conditions. Also, since we are sharing a ride with other sensitive space systems, the chosen
material must have a very low tendency to outgas (loose trapped vapors under vacuum). Such vapor could
damage the precise optical equipment found in most satellites. CE 221, comparable to glass filled nylon,
shows an excellent ability to retain its elastic modulus, tensile strength, and elongation to break as seen
below in Figure 10.

Figure 10 CE 221 Longevity

Therefore, we are considering this material for the articulation arms, which will be under the most stress
and will experience the most wear because of its close location to the ground.
Preliminary analysis has been conducted on the new articulation arm geometry to check for critical
stresses, shown in Appendix D. A force was placed at one of the motor mounts, while a fixed constraint
was placed at the other. These are the locations that the arm will be connected to the rocker bogey and the
wheel respectively. The part was loaded with the estimated weight of the rover under Earth’s gravity,
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about 20 lbf or 90 N. We estimated that this would be the maximum static loading condition that the part
would be put under. The FEA results show a factor of safety of 2.5 for this loading scenario on only one
of the articulation arms while using the CE 221 material. This factor of safety for such an operating
condition suggests that the articulation arms will not fail under the rover’s weight. With these results, the
new geometry appears justifiable in terms of durability, and is a clear improvement in terms of
manufacturability. During normal loading conditions that the rover will experience on Mars, it will be
under much lower gravity and have multiple wheels supporting it. Due to this, it is unlikely that the
articulating arm will experience any forces greater than in this simulation. Another concern presented
earlier is the stiffness of the part. We are still in discussions with the sponsor and Mantis Composites over
the maximum allowed deflection under loading; however, with this current design and material selection,
our preliminary simulations show that we have plenty of room to work with.
Mantis composites has also offered to help guide our design process with the bonds in between rockerbogie components. Since the bond strength is a function of both bond surface area and thickness, the
chosen manufacturing process will need to maximize the bond area and keep the bond thickness
consistent. This could take the form of a precise fixture used during bonding and mixing glass beads of a
known diameter into the chosen epoxy. Finally, destructive tests of several finished rocker-bogie
assemblies will need to be conducted to determine the reliability of the bond manufacturing process.
There are two potential hazards involved with our design. These hazards and the planned corrective
actions to be taken are described in detail in Appendix E.
Currently the biggest challenge our team is experiencing is the feasibility of this design and whether it can
be manufactured properly so that it can survive extreme temperature changes. It would be difficult to test
the cyclical extreme temperature changes and how that will affect the rover over time. To mitigate this
concern, the carbon fiber tubing we are planning on using is space grade, and the articulation arm material
we are looking into, CE221, has a maximum heat deflection temperature of 450 ° F. This material also
withstands UV aging well and retains its high stiffness over time, as shown in Appendix F. Apart from
manufacturing, designing for maximum deflection while optimizing for minimal weight is also quite
challenging. It’s a concern that parts may bend far enough towards each other that rocks or other small
debris can become wedged and impair the movement of the rover. Originally, the strength of the parts
was our main concern. However, in working on the project longer and in running simulations, it became
evident that the loads it would experience would be too low for yielding to likely occur.

5. Project Management
This section will focus on the development plan for the rest of our project, the planned analysis and
testing of the project, and the immediate next steps to complete these goals.
Now that the project is moving forward with prototyping of parts, we are planning to test the stiffness of
the 3D printed prototype parts in addition to the use of FEA. Once all the component prototypes have
been produced, the structure will be assembled and the tipping point will be tested, along with a drive test
after the electrical system has been installed.
There are several planned purchases that our team will be making. carbon fiber-nylon will be purchased
to test the stiffness and strength of the parts as described. Space grade carbon fiber tubing will be
purchased to build the rocker-bogie struts. There is also a cost involved with getting the chassis 3D
printed. Currently we are meeting with Carbon 3D to determine the possibility of printing the connecting
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knuckles, articulating arm, and chassis. The articulating arms have been determined feasible with C151, a
material with similar properties.
Once materials are confirmed feasible, a bill of materials will be made in order to ensure the number of
parts manufactured meet the testing requirements. When materials are printed, testing to ensure initial
calculations will be performed. Thermal expansion and bending tests will be conducted with carbon fiber
tubing and CE 221 parts to confirm their strength.
Preliminary planning for construction and testing of the final design will commence after testing of
individual parts. The articulation arms will be provided by Carbon 3D. The wheels, which are not within
our scope but are essential to testing, will be provided by Next Intent [3]. The struts will be made from
carbon fiber tubing purchased online. Advice is being requested from Mantis Composites on the best
method of adhering components to each other, and other methods of joining will be reviewed if epoxy is
deemed unsuitable.
The project’s tasks and milestones are being closely managed within a Gantt chart as shown in Appendix
G, coordinating task deadlines, the necessary order of task completion, and who in the team is taking
charge of each task.Critical deliverables and objectives are also shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Deliverables
Target Completion
Date
11/16/2021
11/30/2021
1/15/2022
1/27/2022
1/27/2022
1/27/2022
2/3/2022
2/10/2022
3/16/2022
4/11/2022
5/28/2022

Deliverable
Preliminary Design Review
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Interim Design Review
Bill of Materials
Design Verification Plan
Manufacturing Plan
Project Budget
Critical Design Review
Verification Prototype Sign-Off
Test Results of Prototype Delivered
FDR Report

6. Conclusion

The Mars Rover Structure team was tasked with redesigning the previous iteration of the Mars Rover project
by implementing new, more durable materials as well as redesigning the connecting point. This is an
integral part of the rover for it to be space capable and perform missions on Mars. Through decision
matrices, we were able to finalize our material design for the rocker-bogie, carbon fiber rods and 3D printed
knuckles, as well as the chassis and articulation arms, 3D printed plastic and 3D printed glass filled nylon.
Ultimately, we are pushing towards testing materials and determining the manufacturability of the materials
we selected to ensure that our rover could survive the harsh environment and temperature changes on Mars.
Considering what has been presented in this preliminary design review, the Mars rover structure team is
requesting agreement from our sponsor, Rich Murray, to continue in this design direction.
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Appendix A: Idea List
•

•

•

Materials:
o Aluminum
o Titanium
o PEEK
o PEI
o Carbon Fiber
o Steel
Manufacturing Processes:
o Plastic 3D Printing
o Metal Printing
o CNC
o Casting
Joining Methods:
o Epoxy
o Welding
o Fastening
o Press fit

A-1

Appendix B: Ideation Models

B-1

Appendix C: Decision Matrices
Pugh Matrices:

C-1

C-2

Morphological Matrix:

Weighted Matrix:
Idea 1: CNC metal chassis w/ CF-PEI connections and aluminum rods
Idea 2: 3D Printed plastic chassis with metal welded rocker bogie
Idea 3: CNC metal chassis w/ fully 3D Printed arms
Idea 4: 3D printed plastic chassis w/ CNC metal fastened rocker bogie
Idea 5: 3D printed plastic chassis w/ epoxy bonded CF-PEI composite rods

C-3

Appendix D: Preliminary Analyses
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Appendix E

DESIGN HAZARD CHECKLIST
Team: F12, Rover Structure

Faculty Coach: Peter Schuster
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2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?





3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?





4. Will the system produce a projectile?





5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?





6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?





7. Will the system have any sharp edges?





8. Will you have any non-grounded electrical systems?





9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage (above 40 V) in the system?





























16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?





17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain on reverse.

1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running, shearing,
punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or similar action, including
pinch points and sheer points?

10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels, hanging weights
or pressurized fluids?
11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of the system?
12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical posture
during the use of the design?
13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either the design
or the manufacturing of the design?
14. Could the system generate high levels of noise?
15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as fog,
humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc.?

For any “Y” responses, complete a row in your Design Hazard Plan including (a) a description of the
hazard, (b) a list of corrective actions to be taken, and (c) the date you plan to complete the actions.

E-1

Description of Hazard
Stored Energy in the system
in the form of batteries.

Planned Corrective Action
The rover is a collaborative effort involving multiple teams.
Ours is designing the structure, not the electrical system.
For safety, our team will not tamper with or modify any
electrical components that may be installed in the rover while
our team is working without the expressed consent of the
team responsible for electronics.

The structure may be exposed When testing the structural integrity of the rover
to extreme cold temperatures at low temperatures, any people involved will stay
for testing
out of the testing chamber.
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Planned Actual
Date
Date
2/25/22

1/24/22

Appendix F: Material Properties
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Appendix G: Gantt Chart
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Abstract
This critical design review provides a detailed explanation of the changes made to the Mars Rover Structure
project since the preliminary design review, why we made those changes; and what our next steps are in
terms of testing, final design, and manufacturing. Our overarching design has changed little since the PDR
– most of the changes were made to optimize the components to their specific tasks. Through finite element
analysis testing, we ascertained that our designs were able to meet the specifications laid out by the sponsor.
These designs will be thoroughly tested for those specifications using our structural prototype. Also
included is a bill of materials needed to create the Rover Structure and a plan detailing how each component
may be modified and assembled. The next step for the project is to test whether we meet our specifications
and use the data collected to potentially modify our design. After that, we will purchase the necessary
materials and build the final Mars Rover Structure.
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1. Introduction

This report is focused on providing the full details of our final design for the rover structure and shows
that the design will meet all specifications.
In our preliminary design review, our design direction for the rover structure was chosen. Since then, the
design has been further refined. At the time of PDR, the rocker-bogie's connectors were to be made from
either PEI or CE 221. Our team has chosen to use 3D printed CE 221, provided by Carbon3D, and will
not be using PEI in the design. The anti-sway bar in the original design was to be manufactured out of
aluminum, however this material has changed to titanium. Carbon fiber tubing will continue to be used as
the support system for the rocker-bogie holding together the connecting parts made from CE 221.
This document contains the System Design, providing the full details and explanation of the final rover
structure design; the Design Justification, providing the details showing that the design will meet
specifications; the Manufacturing Plan, describing how to produce the verification prototype; and the
Design Verification Plan, listing planned tests and required resources.

2. System Design

In this section, the functionality of our overall rover structure design will be explained, and the details of
the rocker-bogie and chassis systems will be presented.
Our team has been tasked with designing the structure for a Mars rover. This structure includes a
mounting area for components relating to data collection and power generation, as well as the steering
and suspension mechanisms that would allow a rover to navigate the terrain on Mars. Our overall final
design, as shown in Figure 1, has a rocker-bogie suspension system, which allows the rover to move over
rough terrain while keeping all six wheels grounded. There is also a steering system which consists of
articulating arms and wheels that are driven by ten motors, allowing for precise steering and the rotation
of each wheel independently. Finally, the chassis has been equipped with a tray large enough to provide
ample stability while also housing the electrical and survey components needed by the rover.

Steering Subsystem

Suspension Subsystem
Chassis Subsystem

Figure 1: Rover Structure Design Isometric View
Our Mars rover consists of a suspension subsystem, comprised of the rocker and bogie; a steering
subsystem, comprised of the wheels and articulating arms; and a chassis subsystem that will house the
mechanical arm and solar panel systems being developed by separate senior project teams. The
suspension and steering subsystems comprise the rocker-bogie, which consists of the articulating arms;
fore, aft, and mid upright; fore, aft, and mid tube; split knuckle; rocker clevis; and wheels. The assembled
rocker-bogie system is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2: Rocker-Bogie Isometric View

The rocker-bogie system is a suspension arrangement developed by NASA. While using no springs or
stub axles, the rocker-bogie system can climb over rough terrain with all six wheels maintaining contact
with the ground. The rocker-bogie system attaches to the chassis through the split knuckle and pillow
bearings. Both sets of rocker-bogies are attached with the anti-sway bar, which can be seen in figure 3,
which prevents the rover’s roll.
The chassis subsystem, as shown in Figure 3 will hold the main components that make the rover move,
including the solar panels as well as components that will be used for data collection, such as the
mechanical arm. The chassis subsystem also houses the anti-sway bar located near the front of the chassis
which connects the two rocker-bogies and is locked in place with bearings, E-clips and a spring, which
reduces the vehicle’s ability to roll.

Anti-Sway Bar

1/2” Snap Ring

Compression Spring
Bearing Blocks
1/2” Bearing

Tray

1/2” Bearing
1/2” Snap Ring
Figure 3: Chassis Subsystem Isometric View

A Drawing & Spec Package has been included in Appendix A. This includes an Indented Bill of
Materials, which details the design’s cost breakdown and a list of sub-assemblies and their respective
components. The iBOM demonstrates the arrangement of components into their respective sub-

assemblies, assigns assembly and part numbers, provides the source of parts purchased by our team, and
identifies which parts have been custom manufactured. The Drawing & Spec Package also contains the
drawings of the full assembly, sub-assemblies, and parts used to assemble our Mars rover structure
design.
The project’s purchases and their impact on the team’s budget have been tracked using the budget sheet in
Appendix B. The cost of one verification prototype rover structure for our team is shown in Table 1.
Since the 3D printed parts are being provided by Carbon3D, the cost of conventional 3D printing is not
factored into the cost.

Table 1. Verification Prototype Cost Breakdown
Suspension sub-assembly

$99.45

Chassis sub-assembly

$95.78

Rover structure assembly

$195.23

3. Design Justification
In this section, it will be shown that our design for the rover structure will meet each specification set
forth by our sponsor’s objectives. This will be shown through our structural prototype and an assortment
of engineering methods, including Finite Element Analysis (FEA), comparison of material properties,
similarity to existing successful designs, and prototype tests.

3.1 Structural Prototype

Our team built a structural prototype of the rocker-bogie suspension and the articulation arms. The
prototype of the rocker-bogie, shown in Figure 4, has confirmed that it is feasible to produce our new
design and cross-sectional geometry using a 3D printer. We now know that the split knuckle, aft upright,
mid upright, fore upright, and rocker clevis can be printed accurately. These parts are shown in Figure 5.
This structural prototype confirms that the 3D printed parts fit into the square carbon fiber tubing. Epoxy
will be used to join the parts together, and preliminary analysis of thermal expansion coefficients
indicates that there will be no issues with the different material types interfacing. The structural prototype
is light weight, as expected. This is beneficial to the rover, which needs to be as light as possible as a
rocket payload.

Figure 4: Assembled Rocker-Bogey Structural Prototype

Aft Upright

Clevis

Clevis Pin

Split Knuckle

Aft, Mid, Fore Tube

Mid Wheel Arm
Figure 5: Parts for Rocker-Bogey Structural Prototype
The clevis pin, shown in Figure 6, was machined for this structural prototype. The lathe operation ran
smoothly, although the pins were made too short by mistake, and will have to be remade. The milling
operations using a square collet block to square off the heads of the pins also ran smoothly.

Figure 6: Clevis Pin
The test print of the articulating arm in CF151 resin, shown in Figure 7 shows capability of an angled
print from the motor mount, which was a printing position our team had not considered but was suggested
by Carbon3D. This test print confirms that the more expensive but similar material, CE221, will be a
feasible material to use for the articulating arms.

Figure 7: Structural Prototype of Updated Articulating Arm

3.2 Crucial Specifications
Our design process was executed considering the specifications of weight, system strength, tipping angle,
thermals, and cost. These specifications were determined crucial to the integrity of the rover and its ability
to survive on Mars and in space.

3.2.1 Weight
Based on previous iterations of the rover, our weight specification had to be less than 20lbs to
accommodate for being sent into space as well as the added weight on top, the solar array, batteries, and
mechanical arm. Based on the technical data sheet provided by Carbon3D, the density of CE221 is 1.20
g/cm3. The carbon fiber tubing has a density of 1.74 g/cm3. Now, comparing the density of these two
materials to ABS, ABS has a density between 1 and 1.05 g/cm3. Even though the densities of the new and
old materials are comparable, the strengths between the new and old materials differ drastically. ABS has
a tensile strength of 4100 psi while CE221 has 12,000 psi and Carbon Fiber has over 500,000 psi. With
higher strength materials less material is used, saving weight with less infill and thinner tubing. Currently,
with all materials considered, each rocker-bogie on the rover weighs 1.81 lb including the wheels. With
the chassis considered, the total weight of the rover should be around 5 lbs.

3.2.2 Strength and Stiffness
The strength of the articulating arm, a component deemed a potential structural source of failure, is far
greater than the loading conditions it will be under, as shown by the FEA in Figure 8, showing a factor of
safety over 10 with a load of 10 lbf. This load is far more than the maximum loading that the arm should
experience during normal operating conditions on Mars where the rover will be a third of the weight it is
right now on Earth.

Figure 8: Stress Analysis of Updated Articulating Arm
As we discussed in the PDR, our main priority has shifted from strength to the stiffness of the parts.
While the articulating arms can handle load with minimal stress, deflection could have a significant
impact on the mobility of the rover. If the articulating arms deflect too much, a small rock could be
picked up by the wheels and get stuck between the wheel and the arm, inhibiting motion, and possibly
compromising the mission. This exact circumstance arose during a drive test of the previous senior
project team’s Mars rover design. To combat this, we increased the stiffness of the parts by changing the
cross-section of the tube loft. As a result, the deflection under a loading of 10 lbf has been lowered from
2.5 mm to 0.2 mm. Figure 9 shows the new deflection with the updated model. The distance between the
arm and wheel was also increased to 6 mm, allowing small debris to easily pass through this gap without
getting caught.

Figure 9: Deflection Analysis of Updated Articulating Arm

As for the rocker-bogey, the strength of the connecting pieces is crucial to the function of the
rover. To test how the system would work in typical conditions, we created a static loading
simulation of the main connecting subsystem of the rocker-bogey shown in Figure 10. To
constrain the part, the hole on the right of the figure was pinned and the bottom face of the motor
mount on the left of the figure was constrained with a roller. A 32 lbf downward load was
applied to the mounting face located in the center of the figure. This force is more than double
the load that this system will likely face. In this absolute worst-case scenario, the connection
pieces were more than able to handle the load; the pieces met a safety factor of 3 based on the
maximum allowable stress in this test.

Figure 10: Strength Analysis of Main Component in the Rocker-Bogey System

3.2.3 Tipping Angle
The previous senior project rover design has had its stability validated through drive tests. Since the
overall geometry of our new structure is akin to its drive-tested predecessor, our new design is expected to
meet the tipping angle specification requirement of 25°. The overall rover chassis has also been lowered
5cm, lowering the center of gravity making it unlikely to tip at an angle of 25°.

3.2.4 Thermal Properties
Based on the technical specification sheet provided by Carbon3D, CE221 has a coefficient of thermal
expansion of 50 ppm/°C for a temperature range from –60 to 100 C. The carbon fiber tubing we will be
using has a coefficient of thermal expansion of practically 0, meaning that there will be no expansion of
the tubing based on the temperatures it will experience. The current epoxy we are using for our prototype
is JBWeld Plasticweld, which does not have a provided coefficient of thermal expansion, but still can
withstand a temperature range from -55 to 260 C with little to no fracturing. Ultimately, we plan on using
a space grade epoxy that will have a higher success rate than a standard off the shelf epoxy. However,
careful consideration must happen due to epoxy outgassing in space and possibly destroying the 3D
printed material. Currently, preliminary analysis shows that with the connection points between the
carbon fiber and the 3D printed resin there will only be a maximum of 0.5% expansion from Mars’ lowest
temperature of –70 °C to 20 °C. This should prevent any fractures caused by these parts expanding
against each other. The full calculations supporting this can be found in Appendix C

3.2.5 Cost
The specification of cost has been mitigated after our proposal to the Baker/Koob Endowments committee
was approved on January 5th, providing funding of $5,000. Using this endowment, our team has been able
to afford the necessary test parts and the parts needed for future prototypes. The donated parts being
received from Carbon3D and Next Intent will also aid in keeping the project within our budget of $5,000
- as provided by Baker/Koob.

3.3 Safety, Maintenance, and Repair Considerations
Since the mission length will be anywhere from 3 to 6 months at an inaccessible location on the surface of
Mars, there will be no maintenance or repair considerations made for the rover. A Failure Modes and
Effects Analysis has been attached in Appendix D, showing potential causes of failure, their severity, and
preventative actions that can and are being made. A Design Hazard Checklist is included in Appendix E,
showing potential hazards involved with the project and our team’s planned corrective actions.

3.4 Concerns
Currently we are exploring what material to use for the chassis due to the sheer size of the body itself. We
have reached out to Carbon3D about possibly printing the chassis, but we have not heard back from them
regarding printer bed space. Discussion has led to the idea of possibly purchasing a larger printer with our
remaining funds to print the chassis out of ABS.

4. Manufacturing Plan
In this section, the details of procurement of needed materials and parts for the verification prototype are
provided. Also included is a plan for how our verification prototype will be manufactured and assembled.

4.1 Procurement & Planning

The major components of the rocker-bogie system will be donated by Carbon3D. These components
include: the Rocker Clevis Left and Right, the Split Knuckle Left and Right, the Mid Upright Left and
Right, the Fore Upright Left and Right, and the Aft Upright Left and Right. The Tray will be ordered
through a 3D Printing Company that will be decided soon. Set screws, bearings, and bearing tubes will be
ordered through ServoCity. The Square Carbon Fiber Tubing will be purchased online from DragonPlate.
All snap rings and compression springs will be purchased through McMaster-Carr. Finally, the
PLASTICWELD epoxy will be bought from jbWeld. Purchases will be made by the team and approved by
the sponsor before ordering.
The remaining parts to be acquired for the verification prototype are the CE221 3D printed parts from
Carbon3D, the chassis tray, and the anti-sway bar. If Carbon3D fails to meet our timeline or chooses not to
work with us, our team will print using the 3D printers on campus using CF Nylon. This would provide the
structure needed for the other projects; however, the robustness of a CF Nylon rover would not be ideal. If
Carbon3D is unable to print the chassis tray, our team is prepared to purchase a 3D printer capable of
making the tray out of ABS. The anti-sway bar is planned to be made first out of aluminum for prototype
testing, and then out of titanium. A shop tech has expressed interest in welding the anti-sway bar for us
using both materials, and there should be no issue with access to the needed resources or personnel.

4.2 Manufacturing
Composite Saw

1. Cut two pieces of the 0.75” x 0.75” carbon fiber square tubing to 5.94” length (Fore Tube)
2. Cut two pieces of the 0.75” x 0.75” carbon fiber square tubing to 4.69” length (Mid Tube)
3. Cut two pieces of the 0.75” x 0.75” carbon fiber square tubing to 6.41” length (Aft Tube)
Epoxy of Rocker
1. Using Epoxy (140000), apply a thin coat (~ 0.1 mm) to the inside of the aft (111700) and mid
(111600) carbon fiber square tubing and to the outside connectors of the Split Knuckle (111300/400).
2. Using Epoxy, apply a thin coat (~0.1 mm) to the inside of the other end of the mid carbon fiber
square tubing and to the outside connector of the Rocker Clevis (111100/200).
3. Using Epoxy, apply a thin coat (~0.1 mm) to the inside of the other end of the aft carbon fiber square
tubing and to the outside connector of the Aft Upright (111500).
4. Using clamps, lock parts in place and give time for parts to join.
Epoxy of Bogie
1. Using Epoxy, apply a thin coat (~ 0.1 mm) to the inside of the fore carbon fiber square tubing
(112400) and to the outside connectors of the Front Upright (112300) and the Mid Upright
(112100/200).
2. Using clamps, lock parts in place and give time for parts to join.
Machining of Clevis Pin
1. Turn pin and stop diameters and part to length.
a. Ensure part is supported by tailstock while machining.
2. Using a square collet block, mill flats on stop.

4.3 Assembly
4.3.1 Steering & Suspension Systems

Assembly of the Fore and Aft Upright to the Steering Systems
1. Connect the Motor to the Upright by inserting the Motor through the top section of the Fore Upright
(112300) and bolt it to the Upright using 2 bolts.
2. Place the clamp around the Motor shaft and tighten the bolt until securely attached.
3. Using the Articulating Arm (122000), align the clamp with the mounting area and use 4 bolts to
attach the Articulating Arm to the clamp.
Assembly of the Fore and Aft Steering Systems
1. Connect the Motor to the Articulating Arm by inserting the Motor into the Articulating Arm and bolt
it to the Arm using 2 bolts.
2. Place the clamp around the Motor shaft and tighten the bolt until securely attached.
3. Using the Wheel (121000), align a clamp with the mounting surface of the Wheel and use 4 bolts to
attach the Wheel to the clamp.
4. Repeat steps 1-3 using the Aft Upright (111500) and another Articulating Arm (122000)
Assembly of the Mid Steering System

1. Connect the Motor to the Mid Upright (112100/200) by inserting the Motor into the Mid Upright and
bolt it to the Upright using 2 bolts.
2. Place the clamp around the Motor shaft and tighten the bolt until securely attached.
3. Using the Wheel (121000), align the clamp with the mounting surface of the Wheel and use 4 bolts to
attach the Wheel to the clamp.
Attachment of the Rocker to the Bogie
1. Place two of the 3/8" Bearings (112500) into the top slot of the Mid Upright.
2. Align the Mid Upright (112100/200) top slot with the Rocker Clevis (111100/200) and insert the Pin
(111800).
3. Attach the 3/8" Snap Ring (111900) around the groove in the Pin.

4.3.2 Chassis System
Attach Anti-Sway Bar
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Press both sway bar bearings into chassis
Attach 1/2" Snap Ring (135300) to the upper groove on the Anti-Sway Bar (135100).
Slide Spring (135400) below the previously attached 1/2"Snap Ring.
Press fit 1/2" Bearing (135200) into the upper square cavity.
Insert Anti-Sway Bar through the 1/2" Bearing and into the hole in the Chassis (131000).
Press down on the Anti-Sway Bar until the lower groove is revealed beneath the lower 1/2" Bearing
and attach another 1/2" Snap Ring, locking the bar into place.

Assemble Mounting Points for Rocker-Bogeys
1. Place two Bearing Blocks (133000) into the designated spot on the left side of the chassis and attach
using 4 bolts.
2. Insert 4-inch Circular Carbon Fiber Tube (132000) through the opening on the side of the chassis and
through the two Bearing Blocks (133000).
3. Repeat steps 7 & 8 on the right side of the chassis.

4.3.3 Final Assembly

Attach Left and Right Rocker-Bogey to Chassis and Anti-Sway Bar.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Attach the Split Knuckle bearing tube clamp using 4 cap screws.
Clamp bearing tube with tube clamp.
Slide into the bearings within the chassis and retain with the retaining clamp.
Attach the upper tube of the split knuckle to the sway bar rod ends with universal linkage.
Repeat steps 1-3 to attach the right rocker bogey to the right side.

Our team has mapped out these manufacturing and assembly steps in our Gantt chart (Appendix G) as a
means of planning out the remaining tasks and objectives leading up to the Senior Design Project Expo.

5. Design Verification Plan
In this section, the resources required and tests our team plans to perform on the verification prototype to
evaluate our specifications will be described. A spreadsheet outlining our Design Verification Plan is
included in Appendix F outlining our planned tests and test descriptions.

5.1 Thermal Testing
Ultimately, we plan on doing thermal and three point bending analysis testing on our 3D printed CE221
parts. CE221 has a thermal deflection temperature of 400 F, however, it does not have a specified low-end
temperature for fracture. With this limitation we are planning on utilizing a preexisting vacuum chamber
in the Space Environments Lab, and a donated Advanced Thermal Sciences (ATS) chiller to test the
feasibility of this material in a space environment seen in Appendix F. We also plan on using a more
rudimentary test, submerging the printed parts in a Styrofoam container filled with dry-ice, which is at a
temperature of –78 °C. Currently, preliminary analysis shows that with the connection points between the
carbon fiber and the 3D printed resin, there will be a maximum expansion of 0.5% from Mars’ lowest
temperature of –70 °C to 20 °C as stated earlier. Uncertainty propagation calculations would occur in
thermal analysis as well, where there could be temperature variation. Thermally testing the system will be
the most important specification criteria to pass successfully. A thermal couple will be placed inside this
chamber to try to accurately measure the temperature inside where our component is placed. Deflection
testing will be performed on the part after it is cooled down to the desired temperature of –70 °C to
determine its durability and strength after extreme temperature variation.

5.2 Numerical Data Testing
Regarding mechanical testing and high heat analysis, we plan on using Cal Poly MATE Departments
Instron Tensile Testing (0.5 kN to 10 kN Load Cells) and their heat treating and processing kiln. We are
also considering the composites lab which also has a Instron Tensile Tester. We hope to collect numerical
data with both tensile, deflection and cold chamber testing.

5.3 Weight
To meet our weight goal, we went with lightweight durable materials, carbon fiber and glass nylon resin.
Our weight specification was based on the previous iteration of the rover which was around 20 lbs. We
predict that the rover will be less than half of that weight, and we plan to weigh the whole body of the
rover with a scale once the rocker-bogie is fully assembled along with the chassis. The weight of the rover
as it currently stands in prototype form, comes in around 5 lbs, with each rocker-bogie weighing 1.8 lbs.

5.4 System Strength and Stiffness
To determine the system strength of the whole rover body, we plan on initial testing using FEA and
picking a material with comparable properties. These simulated tests will include bending moments and
deflection loads. We hope to get an overall system strength from these tests, but like stated earlier, there
will be minimal loads on the body. The main load on the rover will be resting on the articulating arms,
which we will be testing and measuring with deflection gages. This is an integral measurement for the
rover since we only have 6 mm of clearance between the wheel and the articulating arm. However, from
FEA calculations, we predict that the arm with not deflect more than a quarter of a millimeter, so there
should be no interference between the wheel and arm. We also plan on testing these 3D printed

components till absolute failure since it is hard to predict 3D printed part stress in FEA. This will be done
before and after thermally testing these components. These will be 3D printed dog-bones, solely for the
purpose of testing.

5.5 Tipping Angle
Another specification that we will be testing is tipping angle. We plan on the rover never experiencing an
angle greater than 15 degrees. Even with this considered, we lowered the overall height of the rover,
lowering its center of gravity making it able to experience steeper angles. We will hopefully test this
requirement throughout this quarter and next as more components are added to the chassis. We plan on
placing the rover on a tipping board, increasing the angle of the board till the rover becomes unstable and
begins to slip.
The tests mentioned in this design verification plan have been included in our team’s Gantt Chart,
included in Appendix G.

6. Conclusion
The Mars Rover Structure team was tasked with redesigning the previous iteration of the Mars Rover
project and implementing new, more durable materials. Our design consists of a rocker-bogie suspension
system, six independently controlled wheels, and a chassis that improves stability and provides space for
data collecting and power generating components. Our team has justified this design by using finite
element analysis and thermal expansion analysis and considering successful existing devices.
Manufacturing and assembly plans have been included, making use of drawings for each part and their
assemblies. A design verification plan has been included to show how our team intends to test whether
our verification prototype meets this project’s specifications. The objectives of most importance moving
forward are laid out in Table 2.
Table 2. Key Next Steps

Target Completion Date
3/07/2022
3/07/2022
3/2/2022
3/16/2022
3/23/2022
4/11/2022

Objectives
Rover Weight
Tipping Angle
Verification Prototype Sign-Off
Stiffness and Bending Testing
Temperature Testing
Test Results of Prototype Delivered

5/28/2022

FDR Report

In closing, we ask for our sponsor’s agreement with the purchasing, manufacturing, assembly, and test
plans that are presented in this Critical Design Review.
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Drawing & Spec Package
Budget Sheet
Design Analysis
FMEA
Design Hazard Checklist
Design Verification Plan (DVP)
Gantt Chart

Appendix A: Drawing & Spec Package
NOTE: Right side parts are mirrors of left side parts, so only left side part drawings have been included
to avoid redundancy.
100000 – Top Level Assembly
111000E – Rocker Exploded
111100 - Rocker Clevis Left
111200 - Rocker Clevis Right
111300 - Split Knuckle Left
111400 - Split Knuckle Right
111500 - Aft Upright
111600 - Mid Tube
111700 - Aft Tube
111800 - Clevis Pin
111900 – 3/8” Snap Ring
112000E – Bogie Exploded
112100 - Mid Upright Left
112200 - Mid Upright Right
112300 - Fore Upright
112400 - Fore Tube
112500 - 3/8" Bearing
112600 - Articulating Arm Left
112700 - Articulating Arm Right
112800 - Set Screw Hub
130000E – Chassis Exploded
131000 - Tray
132000 - Bearing Tube
133000 - Bearing Block
134000 - Clamping Hub
135000 - Anti-Sway Bar
136000 - 1/2" Bearing
137000 - 1/2" Snap Ring
138000 - Compression Spring

A-1

Mars Rover Structure

Indented Bill of Material (iBOM)
Assy
Level

Part
Number

0
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

100000
110000
111000
111100
111200
111300
111400
111500
111600
111700
111800

3

111900

3/8" Snap Ring

2

3

112600

Articulating Arm Left

3

112700

3

112900

3

112800

2
3
3
3
3

112000
112100
112200
112300
112400

Bogie
Mid Upright Left
Mid Upright Right
Fore Upright
Fore Tube

3

112500

3

Descriptive Part Name

Lvl0 Lvl1 Lvl2 Lvl3
Final Assy
Suspension
Rocker
Rocker Clevis Left
Rocker Clevis Right
Split Knuckle Left
Split Knuckle Right
Aft Upright
Mid Tube
Aft Tube
Clevis Pin

Qty

Cost

Qty*Cost

Part Source

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

17.00
23.20
-

$

0.22

1

$

-

custom

3D print CE221

Articulating Arm Right

1

$

-

custom

3D print CE221

Wheel

2

$

-

custom

machined aluminum

Set Screw Hub

2

$5.99 $

11.98

ServoCity

4mm (0.770") Set Screw Hub

1
1
2
2

$

10.75

$
$
$
$
$

21.50

-----custom
custom
custom
DragonPlate

3/8" Bearing

4

$

1.40

$

5.58

112600

Articulating Arm Left

1

$

-

custom

3D print CE221

3

112700

Articulating Arm Right

1

$

-

custom

3D print CE221

3

112800

Set Screw Hub

2

$5.99 $

ServoCity

4mm (0.770") Set Screw Hub

3

112900

Wheel

4

$

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

130000
131000
132000
133000

Chassis
Tray
Bearing Tube
Bearing Block

2

134000

Clamping Hub

2

2

135000

Anti-Sway Bar

1

2

136000

1/2" Bearing

2

137000

1/2" Snap Ring

2

138000

Compression Spring

140000

Epoxy

8.50
11.60

$

0.11

Suspension sub-assembly Cost: $
$
1
$
2
$4.89 $
2
$10.99 $

1
2
2
2

1

$
$

$6.99 $

11.98
-

---------------custom
custom
custom
custom
custom
DragonPlate
DragonPlate
custom

More Info

McMasterCarr

ServoCity

3D print CE221
3D print CE221
3D print CE221
3D print CE221
3D print CE221
FDPBT-S*.75x24
FDPBT-S*.75x24
machined aluminum
External Retaining Ring for 3/8" OD, BlackPhosphate 1060-1090 Spring Steel

3D print CE221
3D print CE221
3D print CE221
FDPBT-S*.75x24
1600 Series Non-Flanged Ball Bearing (3/8" ID x 5/8"
OD, 5/32" Thickness)

custom

machined aluminum

99.45
9.78
21.98

-----custom
ServoCity
ServoCity

3D print ABS
1.00" x 4' Carbon Fiber Tubing
1" Bore Side Tapped Pillow Block

13.98

ServoCity

1" Bore, Face Tapped Clamping Hub, 1.50" Pattern

$

32.00

TitaniumJoe

2

$1.50 $

2.99

ServoCity

2

$0.13 $

0.25

McMasterCarr

1

$14.80 $

14.80

McMasterCarr

Chassis sub-assembly Cost: $
1
$7.99 $
Total Parts: 54 Total Cost: $

95.78
7.99
203.22

machined titanium
1600 Series Non-Flanged Ball Bearing (1/2" ID x 3/4"
OD, 5/32" Thickness)
External Retaining Ring for 1/2" OD, BlackPhosphate 1060-1090 Spring Steel
Corrosion-Resistant Compression Spring Stock, 20"
Long, 0.75" OD, 0.54" ID

$

32.00

jbWeld

PLASTICWELD™ SYRINGE - 25 ML

7.36

6.93

7.87
2.94

1.91
12.34
7.44

4.88

2.68
18.61

27.05

21.80
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Appendix B: Project Budget
Description of the Item
Square Carbon
Fiber Tubing
1" Bore, Face Tapped Clamping
Hub, 1.50" Pattern
1" Bore Side Tapped Pillow
Block
1600 Series Non-Flanged Ball
Bearing (1/2" ID x 3/4" OD,
5/32" Thickness) - 2 Pack
1600 Series Non-Flanged Ball
Bearing (3/8" ID x 5/8" OD,
5/32" Thickness) - 2 Pack
4mm (0.770") Set Screw Hub
1" x 48" Carbon Fiber Tubing

Vendor

Vendor’s part number

Design part number(s)

Price/Ea

Total

Shipping/handling/tax estimates

Remaining Funds
($5000 to start)

How the material will be
purchased

Date material purchased
(blank if it is a planned
purchase)

Current location of
material
(if already purchased)

DragonPlate

FDPBT-S*.75x24

111600, 111700, 112400

1

$61.70

$61.70

$8.64

$4,929.66

sponsor

1/5/2022

Mustang '60

Servocity.com

SKU: 545352

135000

4

$6.99

$27.96

$3.91

$4,897.79

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

Servocity.com

SKU: 535178

134000

8

$10.99

$87.92

$12.31

$4,797.56

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

Servocity.com

SKU: 535026

136400

2

$2.99

$5.98

$0.84

$4,790.74

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

Servocity.com

SKU: 535024

112500

4

$2.79

$11.16

$1.56

$4,778.02

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

Servocity.com

SKU: 545568

124000

12

$5.99

$71.88

$10.06

$4,696.08

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

Servocity.com

SKU: 635016

133000

1

$69.99

$69.99

$9.80

$4,616.29

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

SKU: 635250

111800

2

$4.09

$8.18

$1.15

$4,606.96

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

4889

Ordered for other Rover Teams

8

$34.95

$279.60

$39.14

$4,288.22

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

4888

Ordered for other Rover Teams

6

$34.95

$209.70

$29.36

$4,049.16

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

$76.97

$3,422.45

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

0.375" (3/8") x 12.00" Aluminum
Servocity.com
Tubing
227:1 Metal Gearmotor
Pololu.com
25Dx71L mm LP 12V with 48
CPR Encoder
172:1 Metal Gearmotor
Pololu.com
25Dx71L mm LP 12V with 48
CPR Encoder
RoboClaw 2x7A Motor
Controller (V5C)

Qty

Pololu.com

3284

External Retaining Ring for 3/8"
97633A170
OD, Black-Phosphate 1060-1090 McMasterCarr
Spring Steel
External Retaining Ring for 1/2"
97633A200
OD, Black-Phosphate 1060-1090 McMasterCarr
Spring Steel
Corrosion-Resistant
9663K88
Compression Spring Stock, 20" McMasterCarr
Long, 0.75" OD, 0.54" ID
Titanium Tubing
Outer Diameter 0.5000"
TU:CP2:0.500:0.370:0.0
TitaniumJoe
Inner Diameter 0.3700"
65:SMLSS
Thickness 0.0650"
Seamless, Annealed (60")
PLASTICWELD™ SYRINGE - 25
jbWeld
SKU: 50132
ML (x3)

Ordered for other Rover Teams

5

$109.95

$549.75

111900

1

$10.92

$10.92

$1.53

$3,410.00

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

136500

1

$12.97

$12.97

$1.82

$3,395.21

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

136600

1

$14.80

$14.80

$2.07

$3,378.34

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

136100, 136200, 136300

1

$96.00

$32.00

$4.48

$3,341.86

ME Pro-Card

140000

3

$7.99

$23.97

$3.36

$3,314.53

ME Pro-Card

B-1

Appendix C: Design Analysis

Stress Analysis of Updated Articulating Arm with a FOS over 10 with a load of 10 lbf

C-1

C-1

Strength Analysis of Rocker-Bogey Main Subsystem with FOS over 3 under a load of 32 lbf

C-2

Thermal Expansion Analysis

C-3

Appendix D: Design Failure Mode and Effects Analysis

Product: Mars Rover Structure
Team: F12

96

4

1) Low temperature test ofr
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Appendix E
DESIGN HAZARD CHECKLIST
Team: F12, Rover Structure

Faculty Coach: Peter Schuster
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2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?





3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?





4. Will the system produce a projectile?





5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?





6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?





7. Will the system have any sharp edges?





8. Will you have any non-grounded electrical systems?





9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage (above 40 V) in the system?





























16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?





17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain on reverse.

1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running, shearing,
punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or similar action, including
pinch points and sheer points?

10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels, hanging weights
or pressurized fluids?
11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of the system?
12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical posture
during the use of the design?
13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either the design
or the manufacturing of the design?
14. Could the system generate high levels of noise?
15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as fog,
humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc.?

For any “Y” responses, complete a row in your Design Hazard Plan including (a) a description of the
hazard, (b) a list of corrective actions to be taken, and (c) the date you plan to complete the actions.

E-1

Description of Hazard
Stored Energy in the system
in the form of batteries.

Planned Corrective Action
The rover is a collaborative effort involving multiple teams.
Ours is designing the structure, not the electrical system.
For safety, our team will not tamper with or modify any
electrical components that may be installed in the rover while
our team is working without the expressed consent of the
team responsible for electronics.

The structure may be exposed When testing the structural integrity of the rover
to extreme cold temperatures at low temperatures, any people involved will stay
for testing
out of the testing chamber.

E-2

Planned Actual
Date
Date
2/25/22

2/24/22

Appendix F: DVP
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1. Design Update
In the time spent working on the rover project between CDR and the final delivery of the prototype to
our sponsor, a minor design change was made. The articulation of the short arm of the rocker-bogie
subsystem was increased by lengthening the Clevis joint. The altered clevis is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Lengthened Clevis

2. Manufacturing
The manufacturing and assembly of the rover structure was a main focus of our senior project. This
chapter details the procurement of parts used, process of manufacturing, and challenges faced
throughout.

2.1 Procurement
Our team procured parts using a $5000 endowment provided by Baker and Koob, making purchases
using the ME Pro-Card. This money was spent on stock parts needed for the structure, such as bearings
and screws; materials that would need manufacturing, such as aluminum and carbon fiber tubes; and a
3D printer with a bed size large enough to print our chassis tray. Our hope is that items such as the 3D
printer and motors will be useful for future teams that work on the Mars rover, helping to keep
expenses down on future projects. These items were purchased through four orders on 1/26/22,
3

2/25/22, 4/5/22. A final list of expenses is included in Appendix A, which shows that our team stayed
within the $5000 budget while taking full advantage of the Baker and Koob endowment.

2.2 Manufacturing Process
By taking advantage of 3D printing, manufacturing of parts was cut down to a minimum. We needed to
cut the square carbon fiber tubing, machine a couple pins for the rocker-bogie subsystem, print the
main chassis, and machine and weld the sway bar subsystem.
For the sway bar, we first measured and cut down 0.5 “aluminum tubing to size. Then on the mill, drilled
a 0.5” half circle into the vertical component of the Sway-Bar to connect this T joint. Small plugs were
made to cap the ends of the Sway-Bar and connect the chassis to each of the rocker-bogies. These plugs
were turned down to size, center drilled, and threaded to ensure that the screw connecting the
universal linkage to the Sway-Bar was secured. These tapped holes had to fit a 4-40" screw to ensure
proper fit in the universal joint.

Figure 2: Sway Bar
For the square carbon fiber tubing, we measured and marked the length on the stock tubing, then cut to
that length using a composite saw.

Figure 3: Composite Saw Cutting Carbon Fiber Tubing
4

For the pins, we turned thin aluminum tube stock on a lathe to a precise diameter and used a groove
tool to create a groove that would fit our snap rings. After cutting the piece off from the rest of the
stock, we used a mill to cut flats around the base of the pin so that it would fit into the 3D printed parts.
The chassis was fully 3D printed in the Creality Ender 5 using Carbon Fiber ASA filament. Maintaining the
correct bed and chamber temperature was crucial to the print’s success, as we saw layer separation in
the chassis print. For the first prototype, we glued the separated parts together.

Figure 4: Layer separation in the chassis print

Figure 5: Separated layers in the chassis being glued together

To assemble the final rover, we first used JB Weld to connect the carbon fiber tubing to the joints. We
next connected the rocker to the bogie by press fitting bearings into the Mid Upright, aligning the parts,
inserting the pin, and attaching the snap ring to hold it all.
To attach the wheels to the wheel motors we used set screw clamping hubs and screws. To connect the
Rocker-Bogie system to each side of the chassis, we inserted block bearings into the chassis and a
bearing tube through the block bearings. We then bolted a bearing tube clamp to the Rocker-Bogie
system, put it around the bearing tube and clamped it down to firmly attach them.
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Figure 6: Rover structure with solar panel prototype attached

Figure 7: Rover structure front view
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Figure 8: Rover structure at maximum Rocker-Bogie articulation
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Figure 9: Rover structure combined with solar panels and turret arm
8

Figure 10: Rover side view

2.3 Challenges
Challenges we ran into but were able to compensate for included making enough parts to ensure we
had properly fitted connections. A lot of the aluminum stock also looked relatively the same, so some
parts that were finished were used in making other parts. For future consideration, labeling the parts
clearly with either marker or tape would help in situations like this.
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3. Design Verification
Our design verification consisted of three tests. These tests were designed to verify that our design
meets our specifications concerning strength and stiffness. The rover is expected to bear a load of 20
lbs, so our testing needed to verify our rover structure would be able to operate under this load. With
this load in mind, three possible points of failure were identified by our team for further investigation.
Since many of our parts are 3D printed, the strength of the material used needed to be tested to ensure
that no layer separation or fracture occurred under the anticipated load. Additionally, testing needed to
be done to ensure that the epoxy was strong enough to prevent separation between the 3D printed
parts and carbon fiber tubes used to assemble the rocker-bogie. Lastly, the rocker-bogie sub-assembly
itself needed to be tested under a load to ensure that it would not break anywhere, nor would it deflect
to the point of causing interference in motion of the rover. The procedures and the results of the
following tests are included in Appendix E.

3.1 Completed Tests
Our team performed three tests to verify that our rover structure met the specifications of strength and
stiffness. These tests inspected the strength of the epoxy used to hold together parts of the rockerbogie, the stiffness and strength of the rocker-bogie subsystem, and the strength of the materials used
in our 3D printed parts.

3.1.1 Epoxy Bond Strength Test
Epoxy is used in our design to hold the rocker-bogie sub-assembly’s tubes and knuckles together. Each
knuckle is a 3D printed part made of CF-ASA, and each tube is made of carbon fiber. The epoxy joining
the two materials is a possible point of failure, so testing has been done to determine the maximum
force or load required to cause separation between the carbon fiber tubes and the knuckles.
A short length of carbon fiber tube was cut, and epoxy was used to bond a 3D printed knuckle into each
end, as shown in Figure 11. Three of these test strips were made and were used in the epoxy bond
strength test.
Each trial achieved over 500 N (112 lbs.) of load before significant separation occurred, indicating that
the specification of epoxy bond strength has been met successfully.
Although the acceptance criteria were met, the epoxy bond failed much sooner than anticipated. We
believe this is due to an error on our part, in which the epoxy was not given enough time to fully set. If
the epoxy had been given 14 days to cure, instead of 12 hours, the bond strength is expected to have
been much higher. For this reason, we recommend further testing, following the same procedure, but
waiting 14 days for the epoxy to fully bond.
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Figure 11: Instron Epoxy Test Setup
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3.1.2 Rocker-Bogie System Strength Test
This test was conducted using a bucket of water hanging from the mounted rocker-bogie to measure
deflection up to 1" or fracture.
After extrapolating data from the tests, the rocker-bogie, printed with CF ASA, had a maximum
deflection of 1" at 65 lbs. of added load, without fracture. This is well above the weight of the rover and
any forces it is anticipated to experience giving us ample confidence that this material and assembly
could handle any load experienced by the rover.
The testing setup used involved filling a bucket with water to increase the load applied to the rockerbogie. This was done incrementally, as we wanted to pause every 2 lbs. of weight to measure deflection.
The deflection gauge bottomed out after 28 lbs, so formal data collection of deflection had to stop
there. The rocker-bogie was still tested at 70 lbs. without failing, however the nature of our test setup
prevented us from recording data at 70 lbs, so the results were extrapolated to that point. Figure 13
shows the Rocker Bogie Deflection Setup, and Figure 12 contains an extrapolated plot projecting the
maximum deflection at 70 lbs. The relationship between the applied force and the deflection appears
linear, which is why we were able to extrapolate further.
For this test, we did an error propagation and uncertainty analysis. We found that the precision of the
scale propagated to a far higher uncertainty in the deflection than the precision of the deflection gage;
the load sensitivity was 0.0077 inches versus the gage’s 0.00025 inches.
Table 1: Error propagation in the Rocker-Bogie System Strength Test
xload
10.0

urss
0.5

xdeflection = f(xload)
.1540

f(xload+urss)
.1617

sload
.0077

Figure 12: Measured vertical deflection of peak of rocker bogey system when a downward load is
applied
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Figure 13: Rocker-Bogie Deflection Test Setup
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3.1.3 3D Printed Filaments Strength Test (PP, ASA, PETG)
Using the Instron tensile tester to determine the stress and strain curves as well as the failure point of the 3
listed prints. Below is the listed load that each part fractured at as well as the modulus of elasticity of each
material.
ASA: fractured at 1091 N. E = 312.41 MPa
PP: fractured at 1568 N. E = 420.5 MPa
PETG: had a max load of 1288 N before necking. E = 147.48 MPa
All three materials far exceed specifications of no fracture or plastic deformation at 20 lbs. Further testing must
be done to determine the suitability of these materials for the low temperatures expected on Mars. This may
involve thermal chambers to bring the ambient temperature to –60 degrees Celsius. Below is a layout of the
dog bones that were tested using the Instron Tensile Tester as well as our test set-up in the lab.

Figure 14: ASA, PP, and PETG Dogbones
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Figure 15: Instron Filament Test Setup
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3.2 Testing Challenges
Due to the parts made from CE221 being unavailable, we were unable to complete the cold chamber
testing, where we would take the parts’ temperature down to Mars conditions and test their strength.
Also due to this shortage, our other tests are placeholders for what will need to be done when the final
material is available. Cold chamber testing was not done on our placeholder parts, as the material used
is known to be unsuitable for such low temperatures.
One unanticipated challenge in our testing process was seen in the epoxy bond strength test. The epoxy
was not given enough time to cure, because the test pieces were made just 12 hours before testing, and
as a result the Instron tensile test machine separated the carbon fiber tube from the epoxy-joined ASA
end pieces at a much lower load than anticipated. Although the acceptance criteria were still met, the
epoxy bond still failed much sooner than it should have, so the epoxy’s actual strength during operation
is yet to be verified. We believe that if the epoxy had been given 14 days to set, instead of 12 hours,
bond strength would be much higher.

3.3 Test Results
The completed Design Verification Plan and Report (DVP&R) is included in Appendix D. The DVP&R
contains a sheet describing our team's conducted tests, numerical results, and notes on testing. There is
also a status report indicating we are on track for project completion. Lastly, there are plots and tables
of test results, and photos of our testing setups. All test procedures and results, as well as suggested
testing that was not completed by our team are included in Appendix E.
In summary, all specifications except for operation under low temperatures were met by using Carbon
Fiber ASA as a substitute for CE 221. With our current data, we are confident that the structural design
will function correctly using CE 221.

4. Discussion & Recommendations
4.1 Next Steps
Although our team’s work on the rover structure ends here, there is still much more to be done.
We were unable to receive the material that we wanted for the rocker-bogie subsystem on the rover.
The ultimate goal for next year's group would be to take our CAD models of the clevis, split knuckle and
articulating arm and print them out of CE221 from Carbon3D. Testing for thermal properties with this
new material would be pertinent since it is one of the major factors in the feasibility of the material in
space. Another goal for next year’s group would be to make a canopy for the chassis as well as finding a
manufacturer that can build it. Again, since we wanted the chassis printed in one piece, we purchased a
large 3D extrusion printer. However, there are material limitations with this type of printing where resin
could be better suited for the application.
The following are recommended goals for future work on the rover structure project:
1. Assemble using CE221 or alternative final material
2. Find chassis manufacturer for final part
3. Make canopy for chassis
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4. Iterate chassis design for future arm and solar teams
5. Design chassis interior for wire routing and containment of electronics

4.2 Manufacturing Change
If our team were to build the rover again, we would suggest a change in our manufacturing
process. The chassis tray is currently a large part that is 3D printed. Prints of this part often fail, wasting
time and money on filament. It is recommended that future designs of the chassis tray account for this
difficulty by identifying a third party to manufacture this part.

4.3 Recommendations for Manufacturing and Assembly
Manufacturing and assembly of the rover structure can be complicated at times, so a user
manual has been created to assist with the process, found in Appendix C

5. Conclusion
The process of design, manufacturing, testing, and presenting that we have undertaken throughout the
course of this project has been an invaluable experience to us as aspiring engineers. We are proud of
what was accomplished, and it is our hope that what we built will serve as the starting point for another
group of Cal Poly students, bringing the rover one step closer to Mars.
Ultimately our team was able to successfully design and manufacture a new iteration of the Cal Poly
Mars Rover, increasing its strength, durability, and manufacturability. This was all done through new
design choices that led to new material selections for the overall structure of the rover. In this project
our team was able to achieve an improved rover regarding the criteria specified by our sponsor.
However, we were not able to use the exact material we wanted for the rocker-bogie’s clevis, split
knuckle, and articulating arms at the Senior Expo. Unfortunately, because of this delay in receiving the
parts made using CE221, our verification prototype as delivered to the sponsor is not suitable for
operation under Mars’ harsh climate.
The specified parts to be made from CE221 will still arrive for our sponsor soon, at which point final
assembly can be accomplished using the provided User Manual in Appendix C, and our suggested
thermal testing of the received parts can be performed, as specified in Appendix E.
If we were able to do this entire project over again, there are several things our team would do
differently. Firstly, we would prioritize getting material from Carbon3D to ensure time for testing. This
would ensure that the material that we have performs under space conditions. We would also make
sure that the epoxy that we used to connect the carbon fiber tubes to the CF PP has ample time to dry
and fully cure. Another possible design choice would be to make the screws for the motors on the
articulating arms more accessible for assembly.
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Appendix A: Budget Sheet
Description of the Item
Square Carbon
Fiber Tubing
1" Bore, Face Tapped Clamping
Hub, 1.50" Pattern
1" Bore Side Tapped Pillow
Block

Current location of
material
(if already purchased)

Vendor

Vendor’s part number

Design part number(s)

Qty

Price/Ea

Total

Shipping/handling/tax estimates

Remaining Funds
($5000 to start)

How the material will be
purchased

Date material purchased
(blank if it is a planned
purchase)

DragonPlate

FDPBT-S*.75x24

111600, 111700, 112400

1

$61.70

$61.70

$8.64

$4,929.66

sponsor

1/5/2022

Mustang '60

Servocity.com

SKU: 545352

135000

4

$6.99

$27.96

$3.91

$4,897.79

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

$4,797.56

Mustang '60

Servocity.com

SKU: 535178

134000

8

$10.99

$87.92

$12.31

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

1600 Series Non-Flanged Ball
Bearing (1/2" ID x 3/4" OD, 5/32"
Thickness) - 2 Pack

Servocity.com

SKU: 535026

136400

2

$2.99

$5.98

$0.84

$4,790.74

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

1600 Series Non-Flanged Ball
Bearing (3/8" ID x 5/8" OD, 5/32"
Thickness) - 2 Pack

Servocity.com

SKU: 535024

112500

4

$2.79

$11.16

$1.56

$4,778.02

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

4mm (0.770") Set Screw Hub

Servocity.com

SKU: 545568

124000

12

$71.88

$10.06

$4,696.08

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

1" x 48" Carbon Fiber Tubing
0.375" (3/8") x 12.00" Aluminum
Tubing
227:1 Metal Gearmotor 25Dx71L
mm LP 12V with 48 CPR
Encoder
172:1 Metal Gearmotor 25Dx71L
mm LP 12V with 48 CPR
Encoder
RoboClaw 2x7A Motor Controller
(V5C)
External Retaining Ring for 3/8"
OD, Black-Phosphate 1060-1090
Spring Steel
External Retaining Ring for 1/2"
OD, Black-Phosphate 1060-1090
Spring Steel
Corrosion-Resistant
Compression Spring Stock, 20"
Long, 0.75" OD, 0.54" ID
PLASTICWELD™ SYRINGE 25 ML (x3)
Creality Ender 5 Plus 3D Printer
and Creality Constant
Temperature Protective Cover
Room Large Size
℃
Creality Spider All Metal Hotend,
Up to 500 High Temperature
High Speed 3D Printer Extruder
Hot end Kit Compatible with
Ender 3 Ender 3 pro Ender 3v2
Ender 5/6/7 CR-10 Series

Servocity.com

SKU: 635016

133000

1

$5.99
$69.99

$69.99

$9.80

$4,616.29

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

Servocity.com

SKU: 635250

111800

2

$4.09

$8.18

$1.15

$4,606.96

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

Pololu.com

4889

Ordered for other Rover Teams

8

$34.95

$279.60

$39.14

$4,288.22

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

Pololu.com

4888

Ordered for other Rover Teams

6

$34.95

$209.70

$29.36

$4,049.16

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

Pololu.com

3284

Ordered for other Rover Teams

5

$109.95

$549.75

$76.97

$3,422.45

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

McMasterCarr

97633A170

111900

1

$10.92

$10.92

$1.53

$3,410.00

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

McMasterCarr

97633A200

136500

1

$12.97

$12.97

$1.82

$3,395.21

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

McMasterCarr

9663K88

136600

1

$14.80

$14.80

$2.07

$3,378.34

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

jbWeld

SKU: 50132

140000

3

$7.99

$23.97

$3.36

$3,351.01

ME Pro-Card

1/26/2022

Mustang '60

Amazon

1

$687.00

$687.00

$96.18

$2,567.83

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

Amazon

1

$49.99

$49.99

$7.00

$2,510.84

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

Creality Capricorn Bowden
Tubing 1.75mm 1M All Metal
Ender 3 V2 Extruder Pneumatic
Couplers Bed-Level Springs for
Ender 3/Ender 3 V2/ Ender 3
Pro/Ender 5 Pro 3D Printer

Amazon

1

$19.99

$19.99

$2.80

$2,488.06

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

UniTak3D Upgrade X-axis Belt
Tensioner 2020 Profile for Ender
3,Ender 3 pro,CR-10,CR10S,Tronxy X3 3D Printer-Silver

Amazon

3

$14.99

$44.97

$6.30

$2,436.79

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

Creality 3D Hardened Steel MK8
Nozzle with High Temperature
Resistance Upgraded Tungsten
All Metal Nozzle Ends for
Makerbot Ender 3 / Ender 3Pro,
CR-10 Series, 0.2/0.3/0.4/0.5/0.6
mm (5pcs in One Set)

Amazon

2

$9.99

$19.98

$2.80

$2,414.01

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

Amazon

1

$40.00

$40.00

$5.60

$2,368.41

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

Amazon

1

$40.00

$40.00

$5.60

$2,322.81

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

Creality Ender 5 Plus Silent
Mainboard, V2.2 Silent
Motherboard with TMC2208
Driver, Customized Super Quiet
Mute Board for CR-10S/ CR-10
S4/ CR-10 S5/ CR-X/CR-20/ CR20 PRO 3D Printer

Amazon

1

$69.99

$69.99

$9.80

$2,243.02

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

3DXTECH 3DXMax ASA, 1KG
(Natural, 1.75mm) 3D Printing
Filament
3DXTECH 3DXMax ASA, 1KG
(Black, 1.75mm) 3D Printing
Filament

Mustang '60

J-B Weld 50132 PlasticWeld
Quick-Setting Epoxy Syringe Translucent Yellow - 25 ml

Amazon

4

$5.44

$21.76

$3.05

$2,218.22

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

Massca Hardware Box Storage.
Hinged Box Made of Durable
Plastic in a Slim Design with 18
compartments. Excellent for
Screws Nuts and Bolts.

Amazon

4

$14.99

$59.96

$8.39

$2,149.86

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

White LED Strip Light, Dimmable
12 Volt LED Light Strip White,
6000K Daylight Super Bright LED
Tape Lighting, for Bedroom,
Kitchen, Closet, Under Cabinet,
Vanity Mirror, Indoor Only, CT
Capetronix…

Amazon

1

$15.99

$15.99

$2.24

$2,131.63

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

McMasterCarr

2

$15.79

$31.58

$4.42

$2,095.63

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

McMasterCarr

1

$9.36

$9.36

$1.31

$2,084.96

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

Mustang '60

18-8 Stainless Steel Torx Flat
Head Screws 6-32 Thread Size,
1/2" Long
18-8 Stainless Steel Torx Flat
Head Screws M2 x 0.40 mm
Thread Size, 6 mm Long
CorrosionResistant Compression Spring
Stock 20" Long, 0.656" OD,
0.532" ID
M2x.4x6 Metric 18-8 Stainless
Steel Button Head Torx Screws
6-32 b18-8 Stainless Steel Button
Head Torx Screw
44 RPM Premium Planetary
Gear Motor w/Encoder
142 RPM Premium Planetary
Gear Motor w/Encoder
0.5" OD x 0.049" Wall x 0.402" ID
Aluminum Round Tube 6061-T6Drawn - Part #4353 (48" length)
0.5" OD x 0.12" Wall x 0.26" ID
Aluminum Round Tube 6061-T6Drawn
Carbon Fiber Roll Wrapped Twill
Square Tube ~ 0.75" ID x 0.75"
ID x 48"
1600 Series Non-Flanged Ball
Bearing (3/8" ID x 5/8" OD, 5/32"
Thickness) - 2 Pack
1600 Series Non-Flanged Ball
Bearing (1/2" ID x 3/4" OD, 5/32"
Thickness) - 2 Pack
18-8 Stainless Steel Torx Flat
Head Screws M2 x 0.40 mm
Thread Size, 8 mm Long
Micro Swiss M2 Hardened High
Speed Steel Nozzle RepRap M6 Thread 1.75mm Filament V6
(.6mm)
3DXTECH CarbonX ASA+CF
1.75mm 500g 3D Printing
Filament

3mL Syringe

Dispensing Needles
Magigoo Bed Adhesive

McMasterCarr

9663K83

1

$8.68

$8.68

$1.22

$2,075.07

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

McMasterCarr

90910A922

1

$14.08

$14.08

$1.97

$2,059.02

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

McMasterCarr

90910A735

4

$11.52

$46.08

$6.45

$2,006.49

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

Servocity

SKU: 638294

7

$49.99

$349.93

$48.99

$1,607.57

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

Servocity

SKU: 638300

5

$49.99

$249.95

$34.99

$1,322.62

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

onlinemetals

1

$24.17

$24.17

$3.38

$1,295.07

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

onlinemetals

1

$25.47

$25.47

$3.57

$1,266.03

ME Pro-Card

2/15/2022

Mustang '60

Dragonplate.co
m

1

$135.00

$135.00

$18.90

$1,112.13

ME Pro-Card

4/5/2022

Mustang '60

4

$2.23

$8.92

$1.25

$1,101.96

ME Pro-Card

4/5/2022

Mustang '60

Servocity.com

SKU: 535024

Servocity.com

SKU: 535026

2

$2.39

$4.78

$0.67

$1,096.51

ME Pro-Card

4/5/2022

Mustang '60

McMaster-Carr

92703A146

1

$9.93

$9.93

$1.39

$1,085.19

ME Pro-Card

4/5/2022

Mustang '60

2

$21.99

$43.98

$6.16

$1,035.06

ME Pro-Card

4/5/2022

Mustang '60

3

$45.00

$135.00

$18.90

$881.16

ME Pro-Card

4/5/2022

Mustang '60

$866.35

3/31/2022

Mustang '60

3/30/2022
3/18/2022

Mustang '60

Amazon.com

Amazon.com

Amazon.com
Amazon.com
Amazon.com

3DXTECH CarbonX
ASA+CF 1.75mm 500g 3D
Printing Filament

3DXTECH 3DXMax ASA, 1KG
(Black, 1.75mm) 3D Printing Amazon.com
Filament
3DXTECH 3DXMax ASA, 1KG
(Black, 1.75mm) 3D Printing Amazon.com
Filament

1

$12.99

1
1

$9.99
$19.95

$12.99
$9.99
$19.95

$1.82
$1.40
$2.79

$832.22

Student Card
Student Card
Student Card

2

$45.00

$90.00

$12.60

$729.62

Student Card

3/18/2022

Mustang '60

2

$45.00

$90.00

$12.60

$627.02

Student Card

3/30/2022

Mustang '60

$854.96

Mustang '60

CARBONX ASA+CF

3DxTECH.com

750g

3

$58.00

$174.00

$24.36

$428.66

ME Pro-Card

6/2/2022

Mustang '60

HYPERLITE PP POLYPROPYLENE

3DxTECH.com

500g

1

$58.00

$58.00

$8.12

$362.54

ME Pro-Card

6/2/2022

Mustang '60

NANO POLYMER ADHESIVE

visionminer.co
m

1

$45.00

$45.00

$6.30

$311.24

ME Pro-Card

6/2/2022

Mustang '60

1600 Series Non-Flanged Ball
Bearing (3/8" ID x 5/8" OD, Servocity.com
5/32" Thickness) - 2 Pack

4

$ 2.23

$8.92

$1.25

$301.07

ME Pro-Card

6/2/2022

Mustang '60

Plated A2 Hardened Tool
Steel Nozzle RepRap - M6
Thread 1.75mm Filament

store.microswiss.com

2

$19.75

$39.50

$5.53

$256.04

ME Pro-Card

6/2/2022

Mustang '60

0.5" OD x 0.049" Wall x
0.402" ID Aluminum Round onlinemetals.c
Tube 6061-T6-Drawn - Part
om
#4353 (48" length)

1

$24.17

$24.17

$3.38

$228.48

ME Pro-Card

6/2/2022

Mustang '60

Carbon Fiber Roll
Dragonplate.c
Wrapped Twill Square
om
Tube ~ 0.75" ID x 0.75" ID
x 48"

1

$135.00 $135.00

$18.90

$74.58

ME Pro-Card

6/2/2022

Mustang '60

Genuine E3D v6 Plated
Copper Heater Block (V6Amazon.com
BLOCK-CARTRIDGE-COPPER)

1

$31.22

$4.37

$38.99

ME Pro-Card

6/2/2022

Mustang '60

$31.22

Appendix B: Risk Assessment
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Appendix C: User Manual

USER MANUAL
ASSEMBLY OF FINAL PROTOTYPE
The rover structure is a complex system; the following are detailed instructions on the most efficient
assembly method.

Assembly Instructions:
The first steps in assembling this rover were cutting carbon fiber tubing to length for the rocker-bogie.
This is done by using the cold saw and scratching the tubes to length on flat surface plate. Prints of the
rocker-bogie, including the clevis, spit knuckle, and articulating arms can now be printed. The STL files
are provided and can be sent to Carbon3D for manufacturing or can be used to print in a more standard
3D printer. Attaching the carbon fiber tubing to the split knuckle and articulating arm is done with epoxy
and clamped in place and cured for 14 days.

Assembling the Fore and Aft Upright to the Steering Systems
Connect the Motor to the Upright by inserting the Motor through the top section of the Fore Upright
(112300) and bolt it to the Upright using 2 bolts.
Place the Clamp around the Motor shaft and tighten the Bolt until securely attached.
Using the Fore Articulating Arm (122000), align the Clamp with the mounting area and use 4 bolts to
attach the Articulating Arm to the Clamp.

Epoxy of Rocker
Using Epoxy (140000), apply a thin coat (~ 0.1 mm) to the inside of the aft (111700) and mid (111600)
carbon fiber square tubing and to the outside connectors of the Split Knuckle (111300/400).
Using Epoxy, apply a thin coat (~0.1 mm) to the inside of the other end of the mid carbon fiber square
tubing and to the outside connector of the Rocker Clevis (111100/200).
Using Epoxy, apply a thin coat (~0.1 mm) to the inside of the other end of the aft carbon fiber square
tubing and to the outside connector of the Aft Upright (111500).
Using clamps, lock parts in place and give time for parts to join.

IV

Epoxy of Bogie
Using Epoxy, apply a thin coat (~ 0.1 mm) to the inside of the fore carbon fiber square tubing (112400)
and to the outside connectors of the Front Upright (112300) and the Mid Upright (112100/200).
Using clamps, lock parts in place and give time for parts to join.

Steering & Suspension Systems
Assembly of the Fore and Aft Upright to the Steering Systems
Connect the Motor to the Upright by inserting the Motor through the top section of the Fore Upright
(112300) and bolt it to the Upright using 2 bolts.
Place the clamp around the Motor shaft and tighten the bolt until securely attached.
Using the Articulating Arm (122000), align the clamp with the mounting area and use 4 bolts to attach the
Articulating Arm to the clamp.
V

Assembly of the Fore and Aft Steering Systems
Connect the Motor to the Articulating Arm by inserting the Motor into the Articulating Arm and bolt it to
the Arm using 2 bolts.
Place the clamp around the Motor shaft and tighten the bolt until securely attached.
Using the Wheel (121000), align a clamp with the mounting surface of the Wheel and use 4 bolts to attach
the Wheel to the clamp.
Repeat steps 1-3 using the Aft Upright (111500) and another Articulating Arm (122000)

VI

Assembly of the Mid Steering System
Connect the Motor to the Mid Upright (112100/200) by inserting the Motor into the Mid Upright and bolt
it to the Upright using 2 bolts.
Place the clamp around the Motor shaft and tighten the bolt until securely attached.
Using the Wheel (121000), align the clamp with the mounting surface of the Wheel and use 4 bolts to
attach the Wheel to the clamp.

Attachment of the Rocker to the Bogie
Place two of the 3/8" Bearings (112500) into the top slot of the Mid Upright.
Align the Mid Upright (112100/200) top slot with the Rocker Clevis (111100/200) and insert the Pin
(111800).
Attach the 3/8" Snap Ring (111900) around the groove in the Pin.

Chassis System
Attach Anti-Sway Bar
Press both sway bar bearings into chassis
Attach 1/2" Snap Ring (135300) to the upper groove on the Anti-Sway Bar (135100).
Slide Spring (135400) below the previously attached 1/2"Snap Ring.
Press fit 1/2" Bearing (135200) into the upper square cavity.
Insert Anti-Sway Bar through the 1/2" Bearing and into the hole in the Chassis (131000).
Press down on the Anti-Sway Bar until the lower groove is revealed beneath the lower 1/2" Bearing and
attach another 1/2" Snap Ring, locking the bar into place.
VII

Assemble Mounting Points for Rocker-Bogies
Place two Bearing Blocks (133000) into the designated spot on the left side of the chassis and attach
using 4 bolts.
Insert 4-inch Circular Carbon Fiber Tube (132000) through the opening on the side of the chassis and
through the two Bearing Blocks (133000).
Repeat steps 7 & 8 on the right side of the chassis.

Final Assembly
Attach Left and Right Rocker-Bogie to Chassis and Anti-Sway Bar.
Attach the Split Knuckle bearing tube clamp using 4 cap screws.
Clamp bearing tube with tube clamp.
Slide into the bearings within the chassis and retain with the retaining clamp.
Attach the upper tube of the split knuckle to the sway bar rod ends with universal linkage.
Repeat steps 1-3 to attach the right rocker-bogie to the right side.
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Sponsor:

TEST PLAN

Measurements

Acceptance
Criteria

Rich Murray

Required
Facilities/Equipment

TIMING

Parts Needed

Responsibility

Epoxy Bond Strength Using the instron tensile tester to
force/load
determine the maxium force or load
required to separate the epoxy bonded
to the carbon fiber tubes used in the
rocker-bogie

No bond
Instron Tester Lab
separation at 135
anticipated
rover weight of
20 lbf

carbon fiber
tube epoxy
bonded to
tensile test end
pieces made
from CF ASA.

Brenden

Start date
4/28/2022

Finish date
5/19/2022

System Strength
(Rocker Bogey)

Maximum
Deflection gauge,
deflection of
hanging scale
1" at
anticipated
rover weight of
20 lbf

rocker-bogey
sub-assembly

Ethan

4/29/2022

5/19/2022 After extrapolating data from
the tests, the rocker-bogie,
printed with CF ASA, had a
maximum deflection of 1" at
65 lbs of added load,
without fracture This is well
above the weight of the
rover and any forces it is
anticipated to experience.

does not
Instron Tester Lab
shatter, no
135
plastic
deformation at
expected
rover weight of
20 lbf

3D printed dog
bones using CF
ASA, PP, and
PETG

Will

5/5/2022

5/17/2022 ASA: fractured at 1091 N. E
= 312.41 MPa
PP: fractured at 1568 N.
E = 420.5 MPa
PETG had a max load of
1288 N before necking.
E = 147.48 MPa

1

Use bucket of water hanging from
mounted rocker-bogie to measure
deflection up to 1" or fracture.

deflection,
weight

2

Tensile Strength (PP, Using the instron tensile tester to
Stress, Strain,
ASA, PETG)
determine the stress and strain curves Maximum load
as well as the failure point of the 3
listed prints.
3

Edit Date: 5/23/2022

TEST RESULTS
Numerical Results

Notes on Testing

Looking at the maximum
force of the bonds, they all
acheived over 500 N (112
lbf) of loading before
significant separation
occured.

The epoxy was not given
enough time to set. Although
the acceptance criteria were
met, the epoxy bond still failed
much sooner than anticipated.
We believe that if the epoxy
had been given 14 days to
Appendix A, Table 1 shows set, instead of 12 hours, bond
Max Loads of Epoxy Bond strength would be much
higher.
Strength Test
The testing setup used
involved filling a bucket with
water to increase the load
applied to the rocker-bogie.
The deflection guage
bottomed out after 28 lbs, so
formal data collection of
deflection had to stop there.
The rocker-bogie was still
tested at 70 lbf without failing,
Appendix A, Figure 1 shows so the results were
plot of deflection of rocker- extrapolated to that point.
bogie vs load

Appendix A, Figures 2 - 7
show Tensile Modulus and
Load Testing plots.

All three materials far exceed
specifications of no fracture or
plastic deformation at 20 lbs.
Further testing must be done
to determine the suitability of
these materials for the low
temperatures expected on
Mars.
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Print Date: 5/23/2022

Appendix E: Test Procedures and Results

Rocker-Bogie System Strength Test
Purpose: To determine the stiffness of our Rocker-Bogie Subsystem and possible breaking points
Scope: Rocker-Bogie Subsystem
Equipment: Deflection gauge, hanging scale, bucket
Hazards: Possible shattering if the parts break; pinch points
PPE Requirements: Safety glasses
Facility: Bonderson
Procedure:
1) Attach hanging scale and deflection gauge to midpoint of rocker-bogie
2) Attach other side of hanging scale to bucket
3) Zero hanging scale and deflection gauge
4) Add 2 lbs. of water to the bucket
5) Record weight and linear displacement
6) Repeat steps 4 & 5 until failure or until bucket is filled
Pass Criteria:
Maximum deflection of 1” at anticipated rover weight of 20 lbs.
No fracture or permanent deflection after the load has been removed.
Test Date(s): 5/19/22
Test Results:
After extrapolating data from the tests, the rocker-bogie, printed with CF ASA, had a maximum
deflection of 1" at 65 lbs. of added load, without fracture. This is well above the weight of the rover and
any forces it is anticipated to experience.

X

Rocker-bogie Deflection Test Results from 0 to 28 lb load

Performed By: Justin and Ethan

XI

Epoxy Bond Strength Test
Purpose: To determine the maximum force or load required to separate the epoxy bonded to the carbon
fiber tubes used in the rocker-bogie.
Scope: The epoxy must be able to hold the 3D printed parts to the carbon fiber tubes used to form the
rocker-bogie.
Equipment: Instron Tensile Tester
Hazards: Improperly handled machinery. Addressed by completing training to use the Instron Tester,
and having supervision in the lab.
PPE Requirements: Safety glasses
Facility: Instron Tester Lab 135
Procedure:
1) Place epoxy bonded test strip into the Instron tensile tester
2) Run the Instron tensile tester until fracture
3) Stop the Instron tensile tester
4) Remove the epoxy bonded test strip
5) Repeat steps 1-4 for three runs
6) Record collected data to a thumb drive for analysis
Pass Criteria: No bond separation at anticipated rover weight of 20 lbs.
Test Date(s): 5/19/22
Test Results:
Epoxy Bond Strength Test Max Load at failure:
Test #

Max Load [N]

1

714.1

2

525.7

3

565.2

4

674.6

Performed By: Brenden
XII

3D Printed Filaments Strength Test (PP, ASA, PETG)
Purpose: To determine the stress and strain curves as well as the failure point of PP, ASA, and PETG.

Scope: The 3D printed materials used by the rover structure must be able to withstand the anticipated
loads during operation without layer separation or fracture.
Equipment: Instron Tensile Tester
Hazards: Improperly handled machinery. Addressed by completing training to use the Instron Tester,
and having supervision in the lab.
PPE Requirements: Safety glasses
Facility: Instron Tester Lab 135
Procedure:
1) Place 3D printed test strip into the Instron tensile tester
2) Run the Instron tensile tester until fracture
3) Stop the Instron tensile tester
4) Remove the test strip
5) Repeat steps 1-4 for three PP test strips, three ASA test strips, and three PETG test strips
6) Record collected data to a thumb drive for analysis
Pass Criteria:
No bond separation, fracture, or plastic deformation at anticipated rover weight of 20 lbs.
Test Date(s): 5/17/22

XIII

Test Results:

Tensile Modulus Testing of Carbon Fiber ASA Test Strip
Young’s Modulus, E = 312.41 MPa

Load Testing of Carbon Fiber ASA Test Strip. Fracture occurred at 1091 N

XIV

Tensile Modulus Testing of Carbon Fiber Polypropylene Test Strip
Young’s Modulus, E = 420.5 MPa

Load Testing of Carbon Fiber Polypropylene Test Strip. Fracture occurred at 1568 N

XV

Tensile Modulus Testing of PETG Test Strip
Young’s Modulus, E = 147.48 MPa

Load Testing of PETG Test Strip. No fracture occurred. Max load of 1288 N

Performed By: Will

XVI

Suggested further testing:
Thermal Testing

Purpose: To determine the strength and durability of CE221 when exposed to Martian temperatures

Scope: The rover must be able to move, operate and take tests while on Mars. The structure of the rover
will be mostly composed of glass-nylon resin, which has little to no data at extremely low temperatures.
Equipment: Dry Ice, Hammer, Instron Tensile Tester, Cold Chamber
Hazards: Very cold temperatures, risk of shattering
PPE Requirements: Safety Goggles and Gloves
Facility: T-VAC MATE Cold Chamber, AEROSPACE DEPT. Cold Chamber
Procedure: (List number steps of how to run the test, can include sketches and/or pictures):
1) Set desired temperature and pressure/ Place in measured temp container
2) Place dog bone in chamber or contained vessel
3) Take out piece, measure temperature with infrared temperature gun and test for tensile strength and
impact strength
4) Pass or Fail criteria: whether there is any kind of fracturing of the part
Results: Pass Criteria, Fail Criteria, Number of samples to test

System Test

Pass/Fail

Tensile Testing
Shatter Testing

Test Date(s):
Test Results:
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